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Supply side Seco Tools Inspires
Seco Tools’ regular ‘Inspiration’ event saw hundreds of visitors attend
to see displays from more than 40 companies. Machinery was there
and has this snapshot

Studer’s new Favorit
Taps for high alloys
Auto boring tool adjustment
Droop+Rein first
Offset/tool length setting
Index multi-spindle novelty
Faro laser tracking
Mapal reaming
Surface finishing tech
Bore lapping+measuring
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Turning Understanding LFV
Citizen’s Low Frequency Vibration (LFV) swarf control technology,
although popular, is still widely misunderstood. Andrew Allcock spoke to
Citizen Machinery UK’s deputy managing director, Darren Wilkins, about
this. Plus, turning case studies update

New products
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Machinery has news of two first-in-the-UK combined additive/subtractive
manufacturing machine installations; at injection moulder OGM and
cable harness specialist Cable First. Andrew Allcock went to see these
£1m-a-go investments and learn more about the companies’ thinking
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Programming machine tools, managing production, CNC software
development and cloud-connected utilities to boost machine output or
manage performance. In this supplement, we touch on all these areas
as we deliver an update on the computerised side of the
metalcutting/metalforming manufacturing world
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Profound transformation
Last month, the Advanced Manufacturing Research Centre (AMRC)
with Boeing’s flagship robotics and automation facility, Factory
2050, was officially opened, with Northern Powerhouse Minister
Jake Berry MP performing the task. This building is just the latest
on the Sheffield Business Park, neighbour to the Advanced
Manufacturing Park (AMP) that straddles Rotherham and Sheffield
city regions and where the AMRC first set up shop in 2004, although the organisation
was established in 2001. Machinery has regularly reported on its activities since then
(see https://is.gd/fobefa for our 2004 feature).
The AMRC today operates from 10 purpose-built centres on the AMP and The
University of Sheffield’s Advanced Manufacturing Campus on Sheffield Business Park,
and is part of the government’s High Value Manufacturing Catapult.
The two parks incorporate the area where the Orgreave coking plant used to reside
and where ‘the battle of Orgreave’ took place on 18 June 1984 – historical references
that may not chime with younger readers, but think coal mining (coal-derived coke
was for local steelmaking) and industrial dispute (the coal miners’ strike as the
Conservative government took on the miners’ union).
The parks’ residents such as the AMRC, Rolls-Royce, Boeing and McLaren
represent the regeneration of a region that once symbolised all that was wrong with
industrial relations in Britain. Berry told the audience gathered on Factory 2050’s
gleaming factory floor that he had looked at aerial photographs from 30 years ago,
which show a derelict and decaying coking plant amid a bleak wasteland. “The
transformation has been profound,” he said at the official opening event.
And devolved Sheffield City Region mayor Dan Jarvis added: “[This] is a city region
that is experiencing a renaissance in advanced manufacturing and engineering –
for the first time in a generation, we have seen a growth in high value manufacturing
and engineering roles. This renaissance is evident in the performance and
capabilities of businesses such as Nikken, Metalysis, PES, Magnomatics, Metlase
and Iceotope, to name but a few.”
As it happens, Boeing is the latest international business to open a facility on the
Sheffield Business Park (on Thursday, 25 October). It has invested £40m in a new
factory there. The facility employs 52, including 25 apprentices, and will make
10,000 parts a month at full production next year, covering some 147 different
components, with these destined for Boeing 737 and 767 aircraft.
The AMRC with Boeing and all that it has spawned since its inception offer very
much to celebrate. And the Northern Powerhouse Minister’s observation of a
“profound transformation” was certainly no overstatement. ■
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News round-up

Bike maker benefits from MCMT club

SigmaTEK Systems, author of
SigmaNEST nesting software used in
the sheet metalworking and
fabrication industries, has been
acquired by fellow USheadquartered Battery Ventures.

A specialist bike manufacturer is
the first company in the country to
tap into the Marches Centre of
Manufacturing & Technology’s
recently launched Engineering Club.
Founded in 2006 to give
children a better experience of
cycling, Islabikes is using the
training centre’s technology and
prototyping service to help it bring
its ‘Imagine Project’ to life. This will
see bicycles rented to users, then
returned, refurbished and rented to
another rider.
This will involve the Ludlowbased company developing its own
in-house manufacturing capability,
bringing initial-stage production
back from South East Asia and
giving existing staff the chance to
gain new skills.
Matt Baynham, implementation
manager at Islabikes, comments:
“As a relatively small business, it is
fantastic that we are able to use the
MCMT’s Engineering Club to gain

https://is.gd/suhuso

UK-headquartered additive
manufacturing metal powder
expert LPW has been has been
bought by US-based Carpenter
Technology Corporation.
https://is.gd/axikax

WFL, represented in the UK by Kyal
Machine Tools, is acquiring machine
tool automation specialist FRAI
Elektromaschinenbau GmbH.
https://is.gd/yekovo

ESAB Welding & Cutting Products
has acquired Gas Control
Equipment (GCE), a specialist in
gas equipment products for general
industrial, healthcare, high purity
and science and research
applications. https://is.gd/repege
Boeing has launched the Office of
UK Industrial Capability (OUKIC), an
enterprise team to promote UK
innovation and supply chain
competitiveness around the world. It
has opened a new £40m factory in
Sheffield, too. https://is.gd/xoboci
Helix Tool Co Ltd, an independent
cutting tools specialist, has entered
into a partnership with MRO+
Solutions and Cairngorm Capital
Partners, to help it become a
national player in the cutting tools
market. https://is.gd/epawun

Laser Lines, a supplier of 3D
printers, additive manufacturing
systems, 3D scanning equipment,
lasers and accessories, now
represents Additive Industries in the
UK and Ireland.
https://is.gd/pefefo

Yaskawa UK Motoman Robotics
division is partnering with Reeco
Automation as a solution provider
for its newly-developed Motoman
HC10 collaborative 6-axis robot
(cobot). Reeco specialises in
automating systems using cobots.
https://is.gd/rotomo

Securing a prestigious order for Bentley has provided the perfect 70th
birthday present for Frank Dudley Ltd (FDL), which employs 64 people at
its Birmingham factory. It beat off competition to win a contract for the
supply of bumper finishes that will be used on the Continental model. The
company has already invested heavily in setting up a dedicated clean
room and cell for the job. The Bentley deal, along with significant body-inwhite work for Sertec Group, is the latest in a line of ‘wins’ for the metal
pressings and deep-drawn component specialist, which has seen sales
rise 20% to £6 million over the past 12 months. https://is.gd/lacacu
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L-R: Robert ‘Keen’ Burns (Islabikes), Adrian Howell
(MCMT) and Ben Yarnold (Islabikes)

knowledge that will inform how we
develop our manufacturing
processes in the future.
“This is a great resource for
SMEs and mean we simply pay a
fee to use the equipment and work
with its design specialist Adrian
Howell on exploring tooling and
fixtures that will help us build parts
for our new bikes.
“So far, our engineers have
used millers and lathes, CNCs to

machine small parts and we will
shortly be using 3D printers to help
with prototyping.
“We are getting to understand
different equipment and what
technology we might need to invest
in to help us establish our own
manufacturing process. If we didn’t
have this resource, it could take us
years to build up this knowledge
and we could spend a lot of money
on the wrong tools and machinery.”

The Vigilance Group has made a
significant expansion to its
operations in Bristol and opened a
new showroom facility in the East
Midlands (pictured, below).
Vigilance, the engineering specialist
incorporating Machine Tool Sales
Online (MTSO), MACH
Machine Tools and
Vigilance
Engineering
Safety Products,
says the move
will ensure the
group’s longterm growth
and future
prosperity.

MetLase, which is a joint venture
between Rolls-Royce and Unipart, has
been announced as the tooling and
fixture partner for Boeing’s newly
constructed Sheffield facility in a deal
that will initially increase the workforce
by 15%. https://is.gd/ukales

https://is.gd/iqurat

Bowers Group has joined the
Silverstone Technology Cluster
(STC), a not-for-profit organisation
that is headquartered at the
Silverstone racing circuit in
Northamptonshire.

The newly developed
Welducation Basic App from
Fronius supports virtual learning:
the app has a game function that
enables users to experience welding
interactively and features a quiz that
conveys useful information on the
joining process.

https://is.gd/apacam

https://is.gd/jetafe

Geo Kingsbury Machine
Tools Ltd, until recently
best known as Geo
Kingsbury, will, with
immediate effect,
trade under the
name Kingsbury.
https://is.gd/
agovey
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Luck as the company’s new
southern area sales manager.
https://is.gd/adiyen

Product pick 10
Studer’s new Favorit

CGTech demonstrated its Vericut
Force module’s capability to an
assembled audience at Van Hoorn
Carbide, The Netherlands. They
witnessed how the technology can
reduce cycle times (above).

Robert Powell, Richard Frank and
Richard Gunn are celebrating 20
years of working at engineering firm
HepcoMotion.

Studer is expanding its portfolio with the
Favorit universal cylindrical grinder,
which has centre distances of 400, 650,
1,000 and 1,600 mm.

https://is.gd/oquwev

https://is.gd/wohoka

Andy Woodthorpe (below) has
joined RK International Machine
Tools, filling the newly created role
of sales and office manager at the
Erith, Kent-based machine tool
company. https://is.gd/azehez

Taps for high alloy material
Reime Noris is introducing a newly
developed series of taps specifically for
high alloy materials that are hard to machine, the Noris Salorex VR HSSE-PM TiBlu
range. https://is.gd/koyuwi

Automatic, precise adjustment for boring tools

https://is.gd/otifop

The Smartbore solution from Rigibore has been designed to offer automatic,
precise and consistent adjustment of fine boring tools, thus de-skilling a previously
labour-intensive process. https://is.gd/ixalax

Tungaloy is now available on
MachiningCloud, where cutting tool
assemblies can be built quickly and
easily. The available data will
comply with ISO13399 – an
international technical standard
supporting Industry 4.0.

Starrag world-first in Droop+Rein vertical milling centres
A world first in Droop+Rein vertical milling centres is the launch of three machines
– led by the FOGS HD “which takes heavy-duty cutting to the next level” – and the
NEO update of existing series machines. https://is.gd/ixifur

https://is.gd/ajorel

Workpiece offset & tool length setting made faster
BG Engineering has invested
£75,000 with XYZ Machine Tools to
create a machining cell that will be
used by apprentices to hone their
skills. https://is.gd/ecuwiv
CECIMO, the European association
representing the interests of the
machine tool industries, has
established a liaison agreement
with the ISO technical committee on
additive manufacturing and says
that it will now contribute to the
development of standards that
support the uptake of the
technology at an industrial level.
https://is.gd/xihati

Filtration specialists at Eclipse
Magnetics are offering free fluid
filtration audits to companies across
the UK. No-obligation visits are
carried out by an experienced,
qualified engineering professional
and include a free assessment of
fluid filtration practices.
https://is.gd/igokag

Colchester Machine Tool Solutions
has expanded its growing sales and
support team by appointing Sean

www.machinery.co.uk

The Base Master Red and Base Master Mini touch-sensors from Big Kaiser can
determine workpiece offsets and tool lengths to improve precision, repeatability
and reduce set-up times. https://is.gd/azisah
Metrology technology expert
Bowers Group has made two
appointments. Duncan Haley has
been appointed as northern area
sales manager and Ryan Telling has
joined the Bowers Group export
sales team in the capacity of export
sales manager.
https://is.gd/rutuge

More than 200 primary and
secondary school pupils and
college and university students
descended on a leading provider of
high value automation systems,
equipment engineering and
precision components in
Tadcaster and were
given a taste of
bionics, augmented
reality, robotics and
a ‘virtual cave’. This
takes the total
exposed to the
message across five
years of the regular
Lamberts event to 1,500.

A world-first for multi-spindle turning
The Index MS22-L is said to be the world’s first multi-spindle turning machine that
allows the simultaneous use of two tool carriers for sliding-head machining at all
six spindle positions. https://is.gd/hanomo

Complete laser tracker solution from Faro
Faro has released its next generation of laser trackers, the 6DoF Vantage product
family with 6Probe. Together, the TrackArm 6DoF and 6Probe offer a complete
solution for measurement needs in aerospace. https://is.gd/uxapus

Mapal solves reaming coolant problem additively
Use of additive manufacturing has enabled Mapal to improve coolant supply for
reaming via a better coolant outlet shape. Its MonoReam series now deliver coolant
exactly to the cutting edge. https://is.gd/egeyav

Rösler finishing machine for AM parts & more
The Rösler ‘plug and play’ RMO trough machine is designed to be
compact, mobile and versatile, and is for finishing both plastic and
metal parts, including those made by 3D printing.
https://is.gd/ututug

Sunnen bore finisher hones & gauges
Sunnen’s SVL-2115 bore finisher is a multi-stage automated
lapping machine that laps and air gauges bores in a single set-up.
https://is.gd/zahema

https://is.gd/kuzane
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Main image: OGM boasts
some 50 injection
moulding machines
across two sites. Inset:
the company’s Rapid
Production Mould
Tool methodology
combining hybrid
metal AM/machining
with conventional
subtractive toolmaking
processes delivered this
four-impresion rapid
production mould tool in
ﬁve days; 40,000 parts
were produced

Hybrid
hopefuls
Machinery has news of two ﬁrst-in-the-UK commercial uses of combined additive/subtractive
manufacturing machines; at injection moulder OGM and cable harness specialist Cable First.
Andrew Allcock went to see these £1m-a-go investments

O

GM’s Matsuura Lumex Avance-25 was installed
late last year and, after extensive trials, is now
entering full production capacity. The machine
incorporates powder bed-type/laser-melt additive
manufacturing in a machine that additionally features a
milling spindle (45,000 rpm, BT20 as standard), with
additive part build-up interspersed with machining. It has
a 260 by 260 by 100 mm working envelope.
Mould tool cavity insert manufacture is the main target
application for this machine, so it is no surprise that this
installation follows that trend. The ability to produce
conformal cooling channels that reduce moulding cycle
times and boost part quality are the big pluses heralded
for these machines.
There is an additional, similar Matsuura Lumex
machine (https://is.gd/voxovu) installed at the
Manufacturing Technology Centre (MTC) in Coventry. In
fact, that installation was the prompt for OGM’s purchase,
according to the company’s Marcel Gowers, additive
manufacturing applications engineering manager.
He reports that OGM had used 3D printing previously,
primarily for prototyping and design work, but today’s

10

situation has its roots in 2016. “OGM worked with the
MTC and learnt about this new metal hybrid manufacturing
process. The managing director, Paul Wightman, got into
conversation with Matsuura, saying that OGM was having
issues with a particular mould tool insert and asked
whether Matsuura’s technology could improve on the
design by adding conformal cooling channels. That was
the moment of birth of the concept, to offer a bureau
service to others.”
The mould tool insert, designed by OGM and produced
as a demo by Matsuura, was the first such conformallycooled tool used by the company, Gowers reveals, adding
that it was used in an existing mould tool bolster and
delivered a reduced cycle time, while part quality
“increased dramatically” for a key element of the part.
The scale of benefit was very attractive, as OGM has
almost 50 injection moulding machines to tool. The
company, which employs circa 200 people, has multiple
sites in the UK, but its 100-employee headquarters in
Kidlington, Oxfordshire, is host to the majority of its
injection moulding capacity, 34, with a site in Wales,
acquired last year, having 13. That capacity will be added
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to, however, with a further seven machines anticipated.
The company moulds parts for very many well know
industrial names and boasts sales of in excess of £11m
(parent OGM Holdings’ figure is £20m+), previously
sourcing mould tools in support from external suppliers.
Says Gowers: “I joined in October 2017 to start a new
department, but initially it was agreed I would undertake
six months of R&D to understand the technology and
where best to use it. I now think that will actually stretch
out for a couple of years – there is so much opportunity
for innovation. We already have our eyes on areas that we
think will have patentable outcomes.”
3D-printed ‘ConformL Cool’ mould tool inserts, as the
company is calling them, plus the manufacture of
3D-printed end use components and the fast production
of mould tool inserts were the three elements of its
original plan. But of the mould tool insert idea he reports
that it became clear that customers didn’t want inserts
but “loved the concept of rapid tooling” [complete tools].
Fast time to market was found to be key. With mould
tools from the UK on 12-14 weeks’ lead time, China
offering at least six-eight weeks, the requirement was for
a four-week lead time, which OGM can satisfy with a hard,
or even fully hardened, production mould tool.
“Save your four weeks and £5,000-8,000 [for soft
tooling], come to us and we can make a proper rapid
production mould tool that you can use for prototyping
that we can then have hardened, if you so wish, to take
you to many hundreds of thousands or millions of parts,”
says Gowers.
The company’s new in-house toolmaking activity is
supported by what the company is calling its rapid
production mould tool (RPMT) service – a first for the UK.
This is currently based around various sizes of custom offthe-shelf bolsters, part-machined, with insert manufacture
and final machining undertaken
thereafter. It has already bagged £1
million sales for mould tools for use in
house, using its RPMT process that
utilises the Lumex machine.
By way of demonstration, the additive
manufacturing applications engineering
manager says that the company has
already completed a quarter of a million
parts from such a hardened tool. The inserts were
‘grown’ in eight hours, overnight, the standard bolster
took three days, with integration of the pair adding a
further two days.
Not all inserts necessarily feature conformal cooling,
incidentally, and not all will be made totally via the hybrid
route – they could still be subcontracted, either overseas
or locally, although the fastest response will always likely
be the hybrid route. For simple inserts, even a one-week
lead time is possible. And inserts will often see CNC
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machining undertaken off the hybrid machine, with the
complicated elements – “which we try to keep to a
minimum” – then produced on the Lumex Avance-25.
For rapid tools for parts that have at-risk susceptible
features (clips, latches and so on), the use of hybrid AMproduced cavity tooling inserts allows these features to
be fine-tuned as production progresses, with inserts
swapped out quickly.
A further example of the technology’s use is with a tool
repair involving a 600-micron thick blade insert for an
onsite tool. The blade was grown overnight, wired off the
base, ground and fitted, with tool repair effected by 2 pm
the next day – an external quote to replace that insert had
put a two-week lead time on its supply. OGM is also
experimenting with production of surface textures.
RPMT also supports supply only of the completed tool,
so firms can perform their own moulding, but this has not
yet happened, while the manufacture of mould tool
inserts, which may/may not require conformal cooling,
has a had a few takers.
There’s a plan to develop new software that will allow
the company to quote for tooling on a 48-hour turnaround,
with 24 hours targeted, while a planned service for enduse part is in its infancy.

FIRST IN EUROPE
Poole-based Cable First is the first company in Europe to
install a Sodick OPM250L hybrid powder bed-type, lasermelt machine (supplied by Sodi-Tech EDM, https://is.gd/
lotawi). This unit can produce parts up to 250 by 250 by
250 mm and incorporates a 45,000 rpm spindle served
by a 16-tool magazine. Cable First’s main business is the
production of bespoke cable assemblies and harnesses
for a wide range of sectors, working closely with its sister
company, bespoke cable maker Concept Cables Ltd. Both
companies, employing 45 personnel
each, are part of the Gemaco Group,
which has a turnover of some £8m.

Below: Cable First
managing director
Allen Lodge at the
controls in the
temperature- and
humiditycontrolled area
established to
house the Sodick
OPM250L. The
company is
cleverly using the
Arlo home
security CCTV/
mobile app
system to keep an
eye on the
machine when it
is running
unmanned – the
white camera
mounted on the
machine window,
with another
mounted on the
wall to view the
whole machine.
Inset: cable
harness
assemblies are
Cable First’s end
product, these
require mould
tools, which are
made in-house.
The Sodick
machine supports
that work, where
applicable
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As Cable First’s managing director, Allen Lodge,
explains, although the Sodick machine is capable of
producing complex mould tool dies and cores having
conformal cooling in single-piece components that would
otherwise require multiple parts to be made and
assembled, the machine is primarily the answer to an
industry-wide issue: lack of skills, specifically mould
toolmakers for Cable First’s expanding business. It makes
mould tools for internal use in the manufacture of its
cable harnesses, currently around 50/year.
Explains Lodge: “When you advertise for toolmakers
these days, they are a rare commodity. When everyone in
their wisdom sent their tools to China in the late ‘90s/
early 2000s, all the manufacturing facilities were
decimated in the UK, with people retiring or moving out of
the industry. So, after 15 years, you can’t expect to turn
this activity back on again in the UK. We have sourced
tools from all round the world, but find you have lost
control when things go wrong with quality, delivery,
specifications etc. So, what is the answer? Existing
toolmakers are retiring, while youngsters don’t want to
come into the industry.”
Cable First investigated additive manufacturing seven
years ago, but it was a laser sintering-only unit, so parts
would still require machining and polishing afterwards.
Last September, a visit to the TCT show by
company staff saw information about the
manufacture of finished mould tool
components to a very fine finish from Sodick
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Below: parts
produced on
Cable First’s
Sodick OPM250L
machine – a
mould tool insert
and a component
that shows the
type of features
that it can
produce – a deep,
wavey slot having
machined internal
walls not possible
to produce
otherwise

obtained. This finished part manufacturing capability, laser
sintering plus machining, was exactly what Cable First’s
managing director wanted. It solved the skills issue,
because youngsters coming out of school in general have
studied computer sciences rather than hands on
engineering. So Lodge’s answer is to use what skills are
available. “Everybody knows how to use a computer, but I
can’t get toolmakers, so get yourself a CAD engineer. We
have now had production insert parts made on the
machine by a person who has never actually been in the
workshop; he wouldn’t know what a lathe is. This is
because Sodick software drives the machine from the
required CAD geometry. It is a press button process. As for
the bolsters that the inserts go into, these can be
purchased from DMS and DME, the experts in this field,
with pockets already machined to our specification.”
The OPM250L will do what it does reliably, in the time
the program says, too. Not so traditional toolmaking that is
variable. And the more complex the part, the more
advantages the Sodick machine has, he observes.
As Cable First’s managing director underlines: “It’s an
automatic process, of course; Cable First can run the
OPM250L unmanned overnight and also get 72 hours
across an extended weekend that were previously not
productive. Parts can be produced accurate to single-figure
micron tolerances, too.”
He continues: “Over the last six months, the company
has gained a full working understanding of the machine’s
capabilities to produce quality products with the help and
support from Sodick engineers plus training. We are now
in a position to take inquiries for complex designs that are
not possible with traditional toolmaking.”
But Cable First’s million-pound investment is not about
toolmaking, rather it is based on the business those
special tools support for seamless product manufacturing,
from design stage to the finished product.
Says Lodge: “Buyers often go through many stages to
get a product made, which normally involves liaising with
many different suppliers that have different capabilities,
but this leads to inefficiencies down the road when one
part of the manufacturing process doesn’t know or fully
understand the problems of the next. So, with Cable First
being in an enviable position of controlling, if required, a
product from inception through design, then into full
production, we can give our customers the best possible
product by understanding all the processes and can add
value into their product. This company ethos is why Cable
First has invested in the latest cutting edge equipment.”
He is keen to spread the message about the company’s
cable harness manufacturing capabilities that can now be
better supported, but also throws out an offer to mould
tool makers who could benefit from incorporating
conformally-cooled mould tool inserts, saying: “If you have
inserts in your mould tools that require conformal cooling,
we have the machine to produce them.” ■
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TURNING SWARF CONTROL UNDER THE MICROSCOPE

Citizen Machinery’s Low
Frequency Vibration
technology is very
popular, but still widely
misunderstood, explains
Citizen Machinery UK’s
deputy managing director,
Darren Wilkins (inset)

Understanding LFV
Citizen Machinery’s Low Frequency Vibration (LFV) swarf control technology, although popular, is still
widely misunderstood. Andrew Allcock spoke to Citizen Machinery UK’s deputy managing director,
Darren Wilkins, at the company’s recent Bushey, Herts, Open House

E

ven as Citizen Machinery UK
(https://is.gd/sileﬁ) is selling those
sliding-head (Citizen Cincom) and
fixed-head (Miyano) models it offers with
LFV in the LFV format in “almost 100%”
of cases, Wilkins says that the technology
is still widely misunderstood. In fact, that
misunderstanding is almost total, he
suggests, but appreciates that, because it
is a technical subject. “People think that
our technology is like everybody else’s, a
CNC macro. That technology is still being
introduced by others, too. I recently saw
a new function promoted by a German
manufacturer of CNC lathes, a macro
again, but packaged in an easy format for
customers to use.”
And concerning others’ macro offerings,
he says: “In almost all cases, it is either
turned off, not used, sold free of charge or
retrofitted onto an old machine. We were
doing the same thing more than 20 years
ago, because customers wanted to run their
machines unattended, that was the key.
Machines became faster, they had sub-
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spindles, so we could finish a part in one hit
and the only thing holding users back was
chip control. So, we decided to interrupt the
cut using a macro approach. Now, in some
cases it worked, but where it did, in all
cases tool life was lower. The end result was
less productivity, not more.”

HERE’S THE RUB
This should be quite easy to understand, he
says, because stopping a tool in cut will see
it rub and get hot, and heat is the big tool
life killer, hence the reason to apply coolant.
(LFV, incidentally, sees tool life boosted, but
we’ll get to that in a bit.)
So, the next step taken by Citizen
Machinery was to introduce high pressure
coolant (HPC) to break swarf, Wilkins
continues. “HPC was developed because
macro programming was not effective, and
we became the best sellers of HPC, because
everybody using our machines wanted to run
unattended; high pressure coolant became
the norm.”
Okay, so a solution was available, but
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with the introduction and use of exotic
materials, breaking swarf became a
challenge again, which saw the pressures
employed getting higher and higher (and now
lead is being removed from brass, making
that non-chipping, Wilkins adds). “People
were using huge amounts of power, the
coolant oil was being ‘cooked’ and the
machines were less accurate as a result,
plus there were related service issues, so it
was never an ideal solution,” he advises.
“Even though the customers were paying
£20-30-50,000 more for HPC, they were
willing to do so, because the return on
investment was still so high when running
unattended. It offers a fantastic ROI. The
volume turning business is incredibly
profitable, if you can run unattended. Our
customers will be paying, say, £2,500/
month for the machine, but invoicing
business to the value of £20,000+.”
No place for HPC anymore, then? “You
might still want to make sure that the subspindle collet is clean, so you would have to
ask whether the standard coolant pump is
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Swarf under control – at subcontractor Roscomac, such was the immediate success of
LFV on a Citizen Cincom L20-VIIILFV sliding-head that managing director Joe Martello
ordered two further Cincom machines, a duplicate speciﬁcation L20 and a smaller
capacity L12-VII having LFV
good enough for that. In some cases, the
answer is ‘yes’, but in others it would be
‘no’,” the deputy managing director explains.
“LFV doesn’t require a drill to peck anymore,
but if you want to be sure that the flutes are
clean of chips, it’s better to have throughtool coolant. And the smaller the hole, the
higher is the back pressure, so, again, HPC
may be required. Now, you could choose to
peck, but our users are focused on every
second and the ROI means that the
investment in HPC pays off.” As it happens,
Citizen Machinery UK has designed its own
simple, lower cost, lower power HPC unit
available in a number of pressure levels that
is “more than satisfactory” for those type of
requirements and which has been available
for more than a year.
With this unit, no longer does the power
requirement for a HPC unit outstrip the figure
drawn by a whole machine, which not only
meant that a higher electrical supply
capability was required but that machines
had to be upgraded so as to be able to
isolate the coolant equipment via the
machine, as required by European safety
regulations, Wilkins notes. HPC also needs
to be used sensibly to avoid blasting chips
everywhere and should be used only where
required, although it might be left on all the
time, he suggests. Added to that, the vapour
generated requires upgraded extraction/
filtration equipment. “So, you can see where
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the need for LFV has come from; all these
issues have existed for a very long time,”
he advises.
LFV was actually designed some five or
six years ago for a specific end user
requirement where the demands were a
huge depth of cut, zero deflection and no
use of HPC. The technology is patented for
use in two axes (single-axis could not be so
protected) and its development required
control over the machines CNC unit’s
operating system, which Citizen Machinery
has, while Mitsubishi took care of necessary
axis and spindle drive communication. (LFV
for thread-cutting is under development and
the application of LFV on both main and subspindle simultaneously is another possible
direction of future development.)
The fundamental difference between a
macro and LFV is that a macro’s in-out
motion is not synchronised to spindle
rotation, whereas LFV is. This mean that the
wavy face that results during turning sees
the tool re-enter to cut off the previously
produced peaks precisely. And with this in/
out of cut motion, coolant gets between the
normally buried tool top surface, cooling and
lubricating, which leads to that longer tool
life (although the coolant must be thin and
tools should have ground faces and sharp
edges – Arno [https://is.gd/uvuyax], for
example – because a viscous coolant can
actually inhibit cutting).

“We can also decide how to control the
process. We can choose multiple
oscillations per revolution or multiple
revolutions per oscillation, depending on the
application; how long you want the swarf
chip,” Wilkins continues, adding: “But
normally its led by the tool life. That is the
real win. If you are not stopping to change
tools, you get so much more efficiency –
more parts per tool – so we protect to tool
as much as possible. In some cases, we
have extended tool life by in excess of five
times.
“If the time taken to notice the need for a
tool change and then making it adds up to
an hour, that’s potentially five hours’ more
production. And if a machine stops during an
unmanned night, many hours will be lost.
Most of our users are looking for 100 hours
a week, so this is important. You can
transform the productivity of a machine with
LFV, leading to fantastic ROI.”
The cost of LFV is £10,000-£12,000,
incidentally. And it is push-button
technology; a page in the controller has a
few variable parameters that support correct
application for the circumstances, with
guidance available. And the UK-written CNC
Wizard programming system supports LFV,
incidentally. But there is a need to educate
users on, for example, surface finish. It can
be better or worse, so parameter
optimisation may be required. It can also
look different yet still meet the technical
roughness requirement.
One of the latest machines to be rolled
out with LFV is a 42 mm bar diameter
capacity Miyano model (BNA-42GTYLFV), the
first appearance on Miyano of the technology
and launched at MACH 2018 earlier this
year. “This is big news. LFV is not just for
sliding-heads; it’s for fixed-heads, too,”
Wilkins enthuses, adding: “It has
transformed the saleability of that model.
It’s now one of best-selling models, as a
result.” But LFV on larger bar capacity
machines is not envisaged, so 64 mm. The
generally larger environment and tooling
mean that swarf isn’t such an issue, while
with increased mass, LFV oscillation might
be more problematic. But, ultimately, it’s a
commercial benefit; how much would it cost
versus the benefit, he concludes. ■
See p18 for turning technology news in brief.
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TURNING CASE STUDIES & PRODUCT NEWS IN BRIEF

Briefs
■ The sixth generation of

precision turning centres from
Spinner – the MicroTurn series –
is now available. https://is.gd/
dunulu
■ The Index MS22-L is said to
be the world’s first multi-spindle
turning machine that allows the
simultaneous use of two tool
carriers for sliding-head
machining at all six spindle
positions. It is capable of
processing complex turned parts
up to 200 mm long from 5 to
22 mm diameter bar. https://
is.gd/awixih
■ The Victor Vturn-S26 (CM)
CNC turning centre complements
the existing Vturn-26 HD and VTA26CM, but has been
re-engineered to provide a host
of new features that include the
option of a servo-powered C-axis
to offer driven tooling stations.
Available are the 2-axis Vturn26HD workhorse or the more
flexible 3-axis Vturn-S26.
https://is.gd/toxane
■ Sandvik Coromant has
unveiled two grades for
interrupted hard-turning
operations: CB7125 and
CB7135. They complement the
existing CB7105 and CB7115
grades by providing the ability to
perform medium-to-heavy
interrupted cuts and remove the
hardened layer (depth of cut up
to 2 mm) in case- and inductionhardened steel components.
CB7125 and CB7135 offer
longer and more consistent tool
life, good levels of surface finish
and consistent dimensional
results. https://is.gd/zuhoba
■ The DMG Mori NTX 3000 2nd
Generation multi-tasking centre
tackles 1.5 m long parts from
102 mm bar. It has an upper
B-axis spindle having a ±150
mm Y-axis and an optional lower
BMT turret with the possibility of
a ±40 mm Y-axis and live
tooling. https://is.gd/vudolu
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DMG Mori is production watchword for Bremont
The UK’s Bremont Watch Company is
supporting the manufacture of its
prestigious watches with DMG Mori
technology (https://is.gd/equmos).
These include NTX 1000 HSC B-axis
turning centre, NLX 2000/500 turning
centre and an EcoMill 600 vertical
machining centre models, with a further
NTX 1000 arriving at the end of 2018.
Tim Parker, production manager at
Bremont, says: “We chose DMG Mori
machines for their accuracy and
reliability. We are working to 3-5 micron tolerances,
manufacturing very intricate parts where quality and
precision are paramount.”
The NTX 1000 HSC 430 by 800 mm capacity
(diameter by length) machine is used for machining the
bezel, while the NLX 2000/500 produces the central body
and case back. For the bezel (pictured), Bremont uses barfed 316L stainless steel, machining via both the main and
sub-spindles, including tapping M1.0 holes and producing

0.2 mm grooves to produce a complete
part ready for grinding in one operation.
Parts are 100% inspected for visual
defects and critical feature dimensions.
Continues Parker: “We have 60 and
45 mm diameter 316L bar as stock
material and we machine away around
70% of the material, producing thin and
complex parts. The rigidity of the
machines helps us to achieve good tool
life, despite the small sizes we use, and
the flexibility of the DMG Mori machines
and the three-part construction of the watch case makes it
easier to change production to suit demand for particular
models of watches and evolve manufacturing methods for
new designs and limited-edition watches. DMG Mori
worked very closely with us to develop the cutting
technology required, helping to build the different
machining toolpaths and select the best cutters for our
watch cases. DMG Mori is a very valuable partner in the
implementation of the technology.”

One-hit manufacturing is a monumental move
Monument Tools develops and
produces industry-standard tools for
the plumbing and roofing industries.
The company has seen significant
sales increases in recent years,
which prompted it to look at
investment in CNC machine tools.
Says John Collier, chairman:
“Our innovation is very much marketdriven product development, with
industry experts, or Monument
Masters as we call them, testing and
feeding back on new products. Our
aim is to only develop new products
that have potential to generate
volume sales, we cannot afford to
speculate on our development ideas,
hence the value we place on market
research.
“On the back of this development
process comes the need for
investment in CNC technology, both
in terms of production equipment
and to support our research and
development. As all our products are
developed in-house, our toolroom
plays an important role in the
success of that process. Here we
need the ability to efficiently create
small batch quantities and be able to
change designs quickly, hence our

Jon Norton (left) overseas training of Taufeeque Ahmad on
the Siemens 828D ShopTurn conversational control

willingness to invest in machine
tools.”
June this year saw an XYZ
Machine Tools (https://is.gd/
kufaha) CT65LTY turning centre for
toolroom use acquired. The Siemens
828D-fronted machine boasts a 200
mm chuck, 12-tool turret (all
positions driven), C-axis, Renishaw
tool setting/probing, swarf conveyor
and fully-programmable tailstock.
“We needed a machine that
could produce parts in a single hit to
reduce development time and labour
costs,” says Collier. “The simplicity of
the control on the XYZ and our use of

offline programming means we can
quickly produce batches of 10-off
prototypes and confirm the design is
suitable for our customers’ needs, as
well as ensuring it is production
ready, when we may machine
batches of over 1000-off. The one-hit
capability of the XYZ CT65LTY
generates much greater efficiency
within the toolroom, the ability to
make things ‘just-in-time’ also allows
us to provide a quick response and
improved service to customers.”
The machine is also being used
to support newly-won subcontract
work and apprentice training.
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 Seco Tools’ cloud-connected IDEM tool identiﬁcation
system – by afﬁxing adhesive-backed unique ﬁngerprint tags to
tools from currently 36 suppliers and using a scanning wand
and associated mobile/tablet/PC app, physical tool information,
including tip/body compatibility, can be retrieved from cloud
tooling database Tools United (IDEM video: https://is.gd/
mocowe). Tool location and tracking is a developing feature,
with tool management system connectivity also planned
(TDM Systems is a partner). Quentin Hardoin, tool ID product
manager, is pictured

SUPPLY SIDE INSPIRING THE CROWD

 A royal connection – Chris
Edwards, operations director
at CNC Robotics (https://is.gd/
qunawi), holds a polo hat part
destined for use in equipment of
the type used by Prince William,
made by Instinct Polo. CNC
Robotics’ place in this regal supply
chain is to trim the moulded
composite helmet linings. At the
show, its Kuka robot-based system
was run on Tebis CADCAM code

Seco Tools inspires
Last month saw Seco Tools (https://is.gd/kitono) hold its established Inspiration through Innovation event,
drawing several hundreds of visitors to view technology, hardware and software displayed by more than 40
suppliers, as well as to listen to a variety of seminars. There is no substitute for a visit, but here Machinery
picks out just a few things that caught its editor’s eye.
 Generative design/subtractive
machining – Autodesk’s generative
design process generally serves up
organic-style structures, usually
in connection with load-bearing
applications, and is most often linked
to additive manufacturing, because of
that. But using Autodesk’s Powermill
(https://is.gd/litoha), such parts can
also be processed subtractively, as
shown on a 4-axis Doosan NHP 5000
horizontal machining centre (Mills CNC
– https://is.gd/edocag). This part is for
the BAC Mono supercar, shown
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SUPPLY SIDE INSPIRING THE CROWD

Gaining capacity through data
analytics – Machine Metrics & Seco
Tools have partnered. Machine
Metrics’ software is said to be able
to add many 10s of hours’ productive
machining per machine. Featuring
self-install IIoT connectivity, its AI and
machine learning algorithms visualise,
diagnose and predict problems in real
time, based on collected data. Realtime visualisations and predictive
notiﬁcations enable immediate
corrective action (Case study video:
https://is.gd/edodep)

Modulation-assisted turning – Dr James B Mann of M4 Sciences LLC 
explained how by modulating tools in the direction of feed so that the tool goes in
and out of cut delivers manageable swarf chips and lower energy consumption in
problem situations. A retroﬁttable drilling system that requires no speciﬁc knowledge
to use was highlighted (inset, top), with the beneﬁts for one medical screw maker
(inset), Alphatec Spine, coming in at $1,000+/day versus use of cannulated material
(rod/bar drawn with a central hole). Watch a video here https://is.gd/ihuvas

 Seco Tools’ Next Step philosophy for high mix, low volume production –
Seco Tools’ Patrick De Vos explained that current approaches to improving output
and productivity, such as Lean, have their roots in the high volume, low mix world.
“They are not enough,” he says. The Next Step programme deliver results in realworld applications by making the connection between machining technologies and
production economics. An event next year at Seco Tools’ Alcester facility,
5-6 February, will reveal the detail ((https://is.gd/suvali)
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 Discussions taking place in front of a
Hartford Power Center Pro 1000 vertical
machining centre. It is ﬁtted with Hartrol
Plus 2 CNC (inset). Available in
15” or 19” versions and three
processor power levels, the touchscreen Hartrol Plus CNC is built
around a 32 Gbyte Mitsubishi
core and, as standard,
incorporates a raft of applications
for improved operator use and inbuilt machine monitoring/
diagnostics, including: program
analysis – with estimated
machining times; machining path
simulation; 2,700-block lookahead functionality; 5-face and
Z-axis workpiece calibration; real-time
spindle monitoring; automatic feed
control; and machine/operator daily/
monthly utilisation levels

xxxxxx

Signalling expansion
A

lthough the showroom property in
Redditch has been under TW Ward
CNC Machinery ownership for some
10 years, it has only recently been raised
to greater prominence. The intention is to
spearhead the company’s efforts in the
Midlands and South. An Open House held
last month, 9-10 October, underlined that
fact, with this following appointments in
support: Chris Smith as area business
manager for the South West and James
Fell as area business manager covering
the South of England. Management
appointments have been made at the

Sheffield-headquartered firm, too.
Executive director Steve Bodsworth,
himself a recent addition, announced
three new senior management
appointments in August – Dan McGinty,
regional business manager – Sheffield &
North; Shane Greveson, head of service &
operations; and Charlotte Emery, head of
customer experience & transformation.
Explains Bodsworth: “With significant
investment, we have established a
new vision, additional core values and
the three key objectives of growth,
transformation and talent management.
 The Axile 5-axis
machining centre with 800
mm diameter table capable
of handling a load of 1.3
tonnes now sports cartridge
spindles (15,000 or 20,000
rpm) that mean spindle
exchange takes just hours
not days. Spindles are
available from Germany.
Applications engineer Paul
Goodson (foreground)
demonstrates its capabilities
to a guest. Far left, inside
the machining envelope
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SUPPLY SIDE NEW MIDLANDS SHOWROOM

▲ James Fell, area business manager,
South of England (top left); Chris Smith,
area business manager, South West (top
right); & executive director Steve
Bodsworth (immediately above)

This includes a high level
focus on driving the customer
experience with a strong
emphasis on sales, operational
and functional excellence.
“The restructuring follows the
recent and continued expansion
of Ward CNC’s UK-wide network
of area business managers, and with
these recent appointments especially
we are focusing on an ambitious and
exciting five-year growth plan for the
140-year-old Sheffield- and Redditchbased business.” ■

▲ L-R: Shane Greveson, head of service & operations; Charlotte Emery, head of customer
experience & transformation; & Dan McGinty, regional business manager, Shefﬁeld & North

▲ Applications engineer David Gillard
runs the 65 mm bar 8-Axis Hyundai-Wia
LM1800TTSY. The twin-turret, twin-spindle
unit sees all turret positions driven, Y-axis
on the top unit, both spindles (8” chuck) are
identical in power and boast C-axis

▲ Paul Goodson sets up this 42 mm
bar capacity/6” chuck Takisawa
Taiwan FX-600, a twin-turret, twinspindle, driven tool, C/Y-axis turning
centre, for visitors

▲ Celebrating the sale of this Hyundai Wia LM800RM vertical turning centre to Shewsburybased Sentinel Manufacturing are, L-R: Ward CNC’s Chris Smith, area business manager, South
West; Sentinel Manufacturing MD Paul James; sales & marketing manager, Sentinel, Alice
Guest; Ward CNC commercial ﬁnance manager Chris Cooke. The machine will support a new
contract from a leading international pumps manufacturer (right, the work envelope)
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ENERGY SECTOR DIGGING DEEP FOR EXTRA PERFORMANCE

Fuelling up
on productivity

Goodman Metal Works
says its Hartford machines
are reliable and efﬁcient,
prompting it to invest in more
of the model range

Steed Webzell reports on the inﬂuence of the latest manufacturing technologies
at energy supply chain manufacturers up and down the UK

T

he success of a pair of Hartford
vertical machining centres (VMCs) at
Goodman Metal Works has spurred
the family-owned company to order a third
machine from TW Ward CNC Machinery
(https://is.gd/ﬁdivu), Hartford’s exclusive
UK agent. All three new machining centres
are being used as replacements for ageing
VMCs at the Nottingham-based firm, which
is a specialist in fabrications weighing
up to 25 tonnes. And while the machines
are faster and consistently more accurate
than the units they replace, it is the
“unfaltering reliability” of the first two that
has prompted managing director Richard
Goodman to invest in another model from
the Hartford range.
“As long as the Hartfords weren’t slower
than the machines they replaced – and of
course they weren’t; in one example they
are at least three times quicker – I knew
the company would benefit, particularly in
terms of minimising downtime,” he says.
“A case in point surrounds the
machining of a clamp set for a customer
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in the offshore industry,” he continues.
“The machine used previously for this job
was always breaking down, but now every
delivery is made to schedule. That aligns
perfectly with the subcontracting holy grail
of offering the ultimate in quality, cost and
delivery.”

NON-STOP SUCCESS
Adds Goodman: “The initial two new
machines have been working non-stop
since they were installed, including one
permanently on the night shift, and we’ve
actually gained new customers because of
our delivery record. Now, by ordering a third
Hartford – a 6,000 rpm Super HCMC 1892
with X-, Y- and Z-axis travels of 1,800 by
920 by 820 mm – I not only have another
superior machine, but one that is the
ultimate back-up for everything we do.
“The bulk of our machining is
straightforward milling, boring and drilling,
but I need reliable and rigid machines,
because I cannot afford to let customer
delivery schedules go awry. In fact, the first
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two Hartford machines helped us gain two
new customers, due to the fact that we
were able to keep our delivery promises.”
Goodman explains that the initial
tranche of investments – firstly in a Hartford
PBM-115A CNC horizontal borer, then three
months later, the large capacity Infinity
HSA-420 double-column VMC – were made
on the realisation that the savings made on
maintenance costs for his existing, older
VMCs would pay for the new machines.
Further north, on the outskirts of
Glasgow, The Spark Erosion Centre is a
subcontract manufacturer that specialises
in EDM machining. To be a dedicated
specialist generally requires two things:
staff expertise and the latest technology.
Luckily for the Scottish company, it has
both and is recognised as the UK’s largest
customer of FANUC (https://is.gd/ematin)
EDM technology.
The firm has been in business
for over 30 years and has employed
FANUC machines almost from day one.
Commenting upon this relationship, Bill
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The Spark Erosion Centre’s FANUC machine has a 400 mm Z-axis that, the company says,
provides it with an important niche capability
Bright, managing director at The Spark
Erosion Centre, says: “We bought our first
FANUC machine back in 1984 and have
stuck with them ever since. This is because
we find the machines to be accurate and
reliable products that we push to the limit
on a daily basis.
“By pushing the limits, I am referring to
the type and quantity of work that comes
through the door,” he continues. “We are
stretching what the machines should and
shouldn’t be able to do, such as increased
tapers. We have learnt how to best exploit
the capabilities of the FANUC machines,
and this gives us a major competitive
edge.”
An example of the company’s expertise
can be seen on an oil and gas industry
cylinder turned by a customer of The Spark
Erosion Centre. The cylinder is intended
to be an offshore collet and the customer
approached The Spark Erosion Centre to
split the cylinder via wire EDM to create a
collet assembly.
“We received the first part and it wasn’t
stress relieved, and this is where wire
erosion is a benefit, as it has no forces
involved in the process,” says Bright. “We
wire-cut the first component and it sprang
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quite badly. On future components, we
recommended stress relieving the parts
and the customer asked us to handle the
entire process.”
It is expertise and capability of this
nature that has made the ISO9001accredited company such as success.
“We utilise the core stitch function to
machine from the centre of the part to the
outside,” explains Bright. “However, we do
not machine all the way through – we leave
a ‘tag’, like on an Airfix model. This keeps
the cylinder in an assembled condition and
allows the customer to just break-off the
components during final assembly.”
The latest investment at The Spark
Erosion Centre is a FANUC RoboCut C600
iB wire erosion machine.
“This machine is right on the sweet
spot, as it gives us has an extra 100 mm
in the Z axis, taking it to 400 mm, and
this provides us with an important niche,”
states Bright.
Sometimes, the energy market drives
investment that is beyond the norm, as can
be seen at Sheffield Forgemasters, which
says it has installed the UK’s largest 5-axis
vertical turning lathe (VTL). Manufactured
by Spanish company BOST and supplied

by McDowell Machine Tools (https://is.gd/
kasiwu), the machine is part of a £6 million
upgrade to Forgemasters’ machining
facilities that will improve capacity and
throughput for complicated machining
requirements.
David Bond, CEO, says: “Our new
VTL will have significant implications for
the machining of domed or cylindrical
components, such as those required in the
civil nuclear power market and pressure
vessel sector.”
Weighing almost 250 tonnes, the BOST
VTL required the removal of 6,000 tonnes
of earth and 3,400 tonnes of concrete to
create a foundation. The machine has a
maximum machining height of
4 m, maximum swing diameter of
8.5 m, table weight capacity of 100 tonnes
and embraces Industry 4.0 techniques of
process control, adaptive control and realtime interactive maintenance protocols.
Installation has taken 330 days to
complete and precedes the arrival of a
BOST ram-type horizontal floor borer, which
will increase Forgemasters’ capacity for
the machining of ultra-complex shapes,
including node castings for offshore oil and
gas markets.

DEMANDING DRILLING
Cutting tools also play their part in keeping
energy supply chains moving, as Carlislebased Bendalls Engineering can attest.
Machining is a relatively new dimension
to the business, following the acquisition
by its parent – the Carrs Group – of Clive
Walton Engineering, whose machine shop
was relocated to Bendalls in 2012. Clive
Walton had been a long-term customer
of the WNT brand from Ceratizit (https://
is.gd/tovaso) and that relationship also
transferred to Bendalls.
Although well known for its range of
standard cutting tool products, WNT also
has a dedicated team designing and
developing tooling for special applications.
Therefore, when Bendalls Engineering
won a contract to manufacture a series of
Venturi-type pumps that would be used to
test radioactive, high pH ‘liquor’ found in
the nuclear industry, WNT was more than
happy to become involved in meeting the
requirements for this challenging work.
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Thinking outside the
box at Carrs Group
saw WNT tooling
succeed in an
application that it
really shouldn’t have

Key pump features requiring high
dimensional and surface finish tolerances
included a series of relatively small
diameter bores with high diameter-tolength ratios. Machining features such as
these was unknown territory for Bendalls,
a situation complicated by a lack of high
pressure coolant on the available CNC
lathes, not to mention the use of 316
stainless steel workpiece material.
Further complexity was added by
the limitations of the selected lathe’s
Z-axis, which was used to its maximum
to accommodate tools measuring up to

312 mm in length (and only 15.3 mm in
diameter in some cases). Due to these
lengths, and the requirement for a good
surface finish, the tools were manufactured
from solid carbide, with WNT’s MiniCut
inserts featuring 0.2 mm corner radii being
fitted to the boring bars.
“This was a learning curve for us and
there was an element of trial and error,
changing the insert corner radius, for
example, to achieve the surface finish,”
says Peter Norman, Bendalls’s machine
shop foreman.
Part of that process included thinking

outside of the box, using grades,
particularly for drilling, that would not
normally be first choice. On some of the
WNT Quattro-style drills, a steel grade of
carbide was the only available option; it
shouldn’t have worked, but it did, thanks
to the team pulling together with ideas,
including taking the coolant concentration
up to 12% to aid lubrication.
Another tooling specialist, ITC (https://
is.gd/etamit), says that it has recently
helped Surrey-based GPR Ltd solve a
specific component challenge using Widia
VTS drills. GPR had won a contract that
involved the drilling of holes in Duplex
stainless bars used for oil well monitoring
equipment.
The batch of 10 Duplex bars required
four 10 mm deep holes per part. With a
pre-drilling and drilling cycle, the complete
operation time was 4 minutes 58 seconds.
Upon completion of a small batch run,
GPR won an order for a consecutive 130
parts. Aiming to reduce this cycle time on
the company’s Haas Mini Mill (https://
is.gd/ajenug), GPR approached ITC, which
suggested the VDS drills in 3.2 and 4 mm
diameters. Despite not having a throughcoolant facility, the drills reduced the cycle
time to just 44 seconds, a 400% saving.
Speaking about the application of
Widia VDS drills, GPR’s managing director,
Vernon Ward, says: “The payback period on
the drills is certainly impressive, but what
has overwhelmed us is the tool life, and the
flexibility to drill anything from aluminium to
Duplex.” ■

Faro helps Weir Minerals Europe measure up to large demands
Weir Minerals Europe is a specialist in the provision of mill circuit
technology and services, as well as slurry handling equipment for
abrasive, high wear applications. The company’s products are found
commonly in the oil and gas, and mining sectors.
At Weir Minerals’ production facility in Todmorden, products are
manufactured that can stretch to those that measure over 4 m in
diameter. Given the demanding accuracy requirements of the
company’s Warman slurry pumps range, consistently and efficiently
measuring precision over such large dimensions proved to be
challenging.
The answer to the company’s large-capacity, high accuracy
metrology needs was found in a Titanium portable measuring arm
with a 2.4 m capacity from Faro (https://is.gd/ucivug). The use of
the measuring arm meant that, rather than carry out the slow,
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laborious removal of a large, heavy component from a machine tool
with the company’s overhead crane and then transporting it to a
fixed CMM for an in-process measurement routine, accurate
measurements could be made while the part was still located on
the machine.
The success of Weir Minerals’ original arm meant that, as the
company introduced even larger products, a second 3.6 m capacity
Faro Quantum measuring arm was purchased.
“The success of our first Faro Titanium has ultimately resulted in
the purchase of several further Faro arms and two Faro non-contact
laser scanning devices,” says quality supervisor Andrew Horsfall.
“We now have a Faro inventory of six devices. The speed, accuracy
and portability of Faro products mean that they are now the
mainstay of our inspection department.”
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EXHIBITION REVIEW GREAT AMERICAN GATHERING

Craft knife maker
Stuart Mitchell
beneﬁted from the
AMRC’s additive
manufacturing
service

Design freedom
Andrew Allcock takes a look at a few of the more quirky or prestigious additive manufacturing applications,
taking in bespoke knives, hand-powered bikes, an F1 team & a prestige watchmaker

S

tuart Mitchell, 48, who has been
making knives for more than three
decades, cutting his teeth in the trade
as a keen 10-year-old at his father’s knee,
makes bespoke blades using many of the
same tools that his father used before him.
But, despite his feet being firmly rooted in
tradition as a craft maker, Mitchell’s
curiosity about additive manufacturing (AM)
made him want to find out whether the
advanced 3D-printing technology could be
combined with his top-quality knife-making
skills to create something truly beautiful and
unique.
It led to a project with the Design and
Prototyping Group (DPG) at the University of
Sheffield Advanced Manufacturing Research
Centre (AMRC) to produce a titanium chef’s
knife to demonstrate the technology and
allow Mitchell to compare and contrast the
end product with his own
Design strategy manager for the DPG,
Andy Bell, says: “This is design-led
disruption in the truest sense of the word;
a craft maker applying advanced
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manufacturing technologies and exploring
how this could change their business model,
now and in the future.
“Design methods allow us to explore,
through different frames, how we can
approach a wicked problem like the
introduction of additive manufacturing to an
organisation that would never normally
approach this technology, due to the high
perceived risk, cost and knowledge gap.
“We can use design to change
perceptions by understanding the way in
which small businesses work, their needs
and wants, and then developing a response
to this in a risk-free way.
“The project has been about
understanding what the opportunity is. We
provided Stuart with an AM blank, which he
would normally make himself from sheet
metal, grind it and sharpen it up. The
difference with what we’ve done is
integrating the blade and the handle, which
was moulded and customised to a chef’s
hand. We then delivered the printed knives
to Stuart for finishing.”

Engineers at the DPG used Autodesk’s
Simulation Utility for Netfabb software
(https://is.gd/litoha) to aid their design and
AM build optimisation work for the additivelymanufactured knife, to analyse the
non-conventional support structure design,
due to its ability to simulate the influence of
multiple parts on a build platform.
Luke Hill, project engineer, says: “The
speed, ease of use and multi-part simulation
ability of Simulation Utility for Netfabb
quickly gave confidence that both knives to
be printed during the build would benefit
from reduced blade distortion, thanks to the
novel support structure.”
Mitchell, whose knives are used across
the world in Michelin star restaurants and by
members of the Royal family, took receipt of
the AM knife at his workshop in Sheffield’s
Portland Works at the end of the summer.
“I was impressed by the profile of the
blade – it replicated very well what I would
do by hand, particularly the taper from the
spine to the edge,” he explains. “It did need
a degree of grinding to apply an actual
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cutting edge, but the tolerances of the edge
were good to start with, very fine. I didn’t
realise it would print that fine.
“With the curvature and the detail in the
handle, the hollowed-out sections – I
realistically can’t do any of that. It’s possible
but not practical because there’s probably a
week or more’s worth of hand work there.
The fact that all that can be added or taken
away, as it were, by changes to a CAD
model and then adapted to suit – to
increase or reduce weight – none of this I
can do, it’s all very hands-on for me.
“Experience has given me a knowledge of
the weight and balance of a hand-made
knife, what to expect and where to aim,
there is also almost always a ‘suck it and
see’ element though.
“I love the AM knife, it’s different and
hasn’t been done before. Working in that
very traditional way and to have something
brand-spanking new in the workshop is great
– what’s not to like? What it perhaps also
shows, particularly with all the advances in
AM, is that there is still a place for what I do
as well.”
Mitchell accessed the expertise and
state-of-the-art capabilities at the AMRC and
benefitted from a grant-funding scheme run
by the AMRC specifically to help small-tomedium-size enterprises fund
research projects, under the
Catapult SME assistance
scheme. The AMRC boasts
AM technology from
Renishaw (https://is.gd/
erojup), DMG Mori (https://
is.gd/equmos), Stratasys
(Laser Lines, https://is.gd/
https://
tuzemo) and Optomec (https://
is.gd/tegugo).
In another example of the design freedom
and possibilities offered by additive
manufacturing, Renishaw recently helped out
by producing a key component of a humanpowered bike that saw paralympian Karen
Darke, MBE, and Ken Talbot break world
records for both male and female armpowered speed.
By reaching 46.05 mph and 51.86 mph
respectively, Darke and Talbot are now the
first and second fastest hand-cyclists in
history, with Darke exceeding the previous
men’s record. The records were achieved
using a bike created through the ARION4
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project run by the University of Liverpool
Velocipede Team (ULV Team), with the
support and expertise of engineering
companies such as Renishaw.

LIGHTWEIGHT STRUCTURAL PART
As part of the ARION4 project to build the
bike, Renishaw additively manufactured the
central titanium support, a vital component
of the bike that attaches to the headtube to
hold the layshaft and front wheel in place.
The component is the backbone of the
ARION4 transmission system, allowing riders
to put in as much power as possible without
worrying about the structural integrity of the
front of the bike.
“This record is the culmination of two
years’ hard work by our engineering
students”, explains Steven Bode, senior
lecturer at the University of Liverpool’s
School of Engineering and the project’s Lead
Academic. “Their combined passion for
engineering and pushing the limits of human
potential have resulted in the success of the
ARION4 riders, Karen Darke, MBE and Ken
Talbot. I’d also personally like to thank all of
our sponsors, as without their support the
Arion project would not exist.”
Explains Llyr Jones, mechanical engineer
at Renishaw: “We are starting to see the
benefits of AM being taken advantage
of in high speed applications, from
the Bloodhound Supersonic Car
to the TransFIORmers MotoGP
bike. When aiming to reach
high speeds, small technical

enhancements can have a large impact. The
design freedom of metal 3D printing ensured
a crucial component of the bike was strong
and light enough to meet the conditions of
the race.”
Which is why Formula One teams are
interested in the technology. Latest news on
this front is that Alfa Romeo Sauber F1
Team and Dutch firm Additive Industries are
to extend their three-year Technology
Partnership to five years. Recently, the Alfa
Romeo Sauber F1 Team took delivery of its
third MetalFAB1 system within a year and
expanded its second system with an
additional build chamber or ‘Additive
Manufacturing Core’ to expand the
productivity (Laser Lines recently became
the UK agent for this technology, https://is.
gd/umaxek).
MetalFAB1 is described as the first
integrated metal AM machine. It uses
powder bed fusion with multiple lasers. In
addition to the core 3D print process, heat
treatment, automated build plate handling
and storage are also integrated into one
industrial grade production system.
The investment in MetalFAB1 systems
allows the F1 team to reduce cycle times in
the manufacture of innovative parts for the
team’s own wind tunnel models, F1 race
cars, plus use it in support of its third-party
business.
Frédéric Vasseur, team principal Alfa
Romeo Sauber F1 Team and CEO Sauber
Motorsport AG says: “We are pleased to be
extending our current partnership with

Renishaw supported the hand-powered bike project, making a lightweight
yet strong part (inset) that helped power the racers to fame
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L-R: Additive Industries’
Daan Kersten and Sauber’s
Frédéric Vasseur, sealing the deal on
the F1 team’s third AM unit
Additive Industries and to introduce a third
MetalFAB1 3D printing system to our
facilities. Not only do we aim to develop our
production of parts for Formula One further,
but we are also expanding our competences
and activity in our third-party businesses.
Building on the successful collaboration we
have had so far, we look forward to working
with Additive Industries and making further
progress in our shared projects.”
Adds Christoph Hansen, head of
technical development at Sauber
Engineering: “After an in-depth evaluation of
all systems, we found Additive Industries’
MetalFAB1 to be the only true industrial
system available on the market. Their level
of integration and automation allowed us to
implement the technology very fast and with
only a small team of experts. Moreover, the
MetalFAB1 system is easy to use and has

high consistency across the build
chambers and between systems, this
allows us to schedule the workload
flexibly over the three systems”.
And speaking for Additive Industries,
Daan Kersten, CEO, explains: “For
Additive Industries, this partnership
extension with the Alfa Romeo Sauber
F1 Team confirms the acceleration in
industrial AM that we are aiming for.
Repeat sales in such a short time
are the best compliment for our team, both
for the system design and 3D metal printing
process, but also for our customer support
team, which works closely with the Alfa
Romeo Sauber F1 Team to reach the
highest productivity in the market today.
We are both proud and grateful for such a
partnership.”
And in a prestige area of a different kind,
high class watchmaking, London-based
additive manufacturing expert Betatype
(www.betaty.pe) has aided fellow Londoner
Uniform Wares. Betatype worked alongside
Uniform Wares to design and develop the
unique, lightweight ‘woven’ watch strap for
its new PreciDrive M-Line watch collection.
Created using laser-based powder-bed
fusion (PBF), the strap echoes the popular
fabric-like NATO design. It includes a new
type of directional clasp design that
interlocks with the weave of the strap itself
– a design element that could not be
practically or economically achieved using
the more traditional methods of welding,
it is emphasised.
The watch strap is made of more than

4,000 links that interlock with each other to
form a strong, lightweight structure weighing
in at only 10.5 g. Unlike traditional mesh
straps, each link is asymmetric, which
means each side of the strap has a differing
bend radius. This allows the strap to be
easily fitted over the hand, but to remain
flexible enough to be secured with the
microscopic ‘teeth’ integrated to the inside
of the claps to hold it in place on the
wearer’s wrist.

NON-CONVENTIONAL SUPPORT
Betatype has both Renishaw and EOS
(https://is.gd/wicoci) AM technology, but it
was the Renishaw machine employed for
this task. By controlling the laser’s
scanpath, exposure settings and material
microstructure – down to the micron –
of each link in the strap, Betatype was able
to achieve the best possible fit and
mechanical performance of the watch strap.
Betatype’s optimised laser PBF process
uses the least amount of material possible,
producing little to no waste in the
manufacturing of the T5 titanium strap.
It also means that Uniform Wares no longer
needs to order hundreds or thousands of
watch straps five months in advance.
“We can now place an order for 60 pieces
and they can have them ready in under a
week; this is a real gamechanger for us,”
says Michael Carr, creative director at
Uniform Wares.
The two London-based businesses report
that they are already in discussions about
future projects. ■

Uniform Wares worked with Betatype to produce
this AM watchstrap
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INDUSTRY 4.0 & AUTOMATION PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE

Schaefﬂer has
ﬁtted parts from
its own catalogue
to a DMG Mori
machining
centre that is
being used in
production at
its Hoechstadt,
Germany plant

Real-world application
At its plant in Hoechstadt, Germany, global automotive and industrial supplier Schaefﬂer has put a
machine tool into operation that demonstrates how Industry 4.0 actually works in practice. Plus, digital
twins & voice-activated machining news

S

chaeffler is digitally transforming
its entire business, which involves
the integration of its mechatronics
components, systems and machines into
the rapidly expanding world of the ‘Internet
of Things’. Through its Machine Tool
4.0 project, Schaeffler is demonstrating
that Industry 4.0 is not an abstract,
remote vision, but one that can make a
contribution to added-value today.
The digital networking of production
facilities along the entire value chain is one
of the most important goals of Industry 4.0.
Schaeffler sees itself not only as a supplier
for smart factories, but also implements
new technologies at an early stage in its
own volume production. The goal of being
able to respond more quickly and flexibly to
current developments in a rapidly changing
world is a key motivation for Schaeffler to
digitise its processes in all areas. In the
future, the company will digitally map the
entire product lifecycle, from the initial
concept to a new product, and from digital
production planning to sales management.
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Schaeffler’s components, such as
bearings and linear guidance systems, are
used in critical areas of machines and can
produce critical information about
conditions and movements. In recent years,
the company has invested heavily in
research and development and has
incorporated sensors, actuators and control
units with embedded software into its
products. With this, it is now possible for
these parts to collect and process valuable
data on the condition of a machine and
then convert this data into added-value
services.
At the company’s Hoechstadt plant, a
DMG Mori (https://is.gd/equmos) machining
centre equipped with several dozen new
and additional sensors generates large
volumes of data that can be evaluated in
the Cloud. The machine is not used in a
research laboratory but in the ongoing
volume production of high precision
bearings. This means rolling bearings that
are, in turn, used in machine tools. The
diameter and roundness must comply with
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the target specifications to approximately
two microns.
Explains Sebastian Mergler, project
manager, digital services at Schaeffler:
“In more than 60 different positions, the
machine is equipped with sensors that
record measurement values for pressures,
vibrations and forces. These are primarily
integrated in components that Schaeffler
already supplies, such as in spindle
bearings and linear guidance systems.
These components are positioned precisely
where things move on the machine.
“The machine tool’s condition is
effectively transparent at any time. Every
day, production processes become more
efficient and easier to plan. The machine
operator can schedule bearing replacement,
which avoids unplanned machine
downtimes.”
Data is saved not only in the machine
itself but also in pre-analysed form in the
Schaeffler Cloud. Communication with
central servers takes place via a secure
gateway. The condition of individual
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Digital twins & definitions
Digital twins are much talked about in connection with Industry 4.0, they are the digital
representation of a real-world system. Siemens puts it more fully: “A digital twin is a virtual
representation of a physical product or process, used to understand and predict the
physical counterpart’s performance characteristics. Digital twins are used throughout the
product lifecycle to simulate, predict and optimise the product and production system
before investing in physical prototypes and assets.
“By incorporating multi-physics simulation, data analytics and machine learning
capabilities, digital twins are able to demonstrate the impact of design changes, usage
scenarios, environmental conditions and other endless variables – eliminating the need for
physical prototypes, reducing development time and improving quality of the finalised
product or process.”
Digital twins are already in use, or being developed, by machine tool makers DMG Mori
(read more: https://is.gd/bebado), Schuler (read more: https://is.gd/conoje) and AP&T (read
more: https://is.gd/cozove) to reduce commissioning times, for example.
But to think that digital twins are a well-defined technology would be a mistake. The UK’s
High Value Manufacturing Catapult network surveyed over 150 engineers from across the
organisation and associated companies. Of these, nearly 80% had heard the term digital
twin, but there was no common understanding of what a digital twin was. Those surveyed
were then given a number of scenarios and asked to consider whether or not they were
digital twins. This highlighted the fact that there is still a wide variety of situations which
could be described as digital twins, but which would not get widespread agreement. The
Catapult has published a report that looks at the history of digital twins and asks whether
there is a place for immersive technology in this area (report here: https://is.gd/uwideb).
Generally, immersion has a primary value in two situations; where depth perspective is
required, and where there is a need to understand scale in relation to the observer.
However, despite it being rare that these requirements occur in a digital twin, the results
discussed indicated that 80% of people in the questionnaire believed immersion would be a
valuable delivery mechanism.

Which of the following best describes a digital twin?
Implementation of structured information such as CAD
information stored on a centeralised organisation, such as
PLM that is kept up to date
An emulated series of data feeds that feed a virtual model

18%
22%

Using embedded sensors on a machining system to collect
real-time operating data to update a virtual representation
A large cumlative real-time and real-world data measurement
system

54%
25%

A virtual replica of the physical asset which can be used to
monitor and evaluate its performance

90%

As above but continually updated to reflect these changes

An integrated model reflecting all manufacturing defects while
in use
A 3D model, which is a virtual representation of the product
used in product design and simulation
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43%
24%
34%

components on the machine tool can be
viewed at any time, either using the
operating terminal on the machine or using
a device connected to the Internet, such as
a tablet or smartphone.

LINKING DATA & PARTS
To categorise the measured data, each
component manufactured on the new
machine receives its own ID via a unique
data matrix code. All data generated during
milling or in the subsequent machining
processes can therefore be assigned later
to a specific component.
By comparing the data for the individual
components, Schaeffler will be able to
quickly recognise deviations, correct these,
and, in turn, continuously optimise the
manufacturing processes. The company
says that the possibilities are huge, ranging
from higher precision in soft machining, to
reducing energy consumption and lubricant
supply.
Ronny Hüttner, precision bearing
technology at Schaeffler, says: “Recording
the load data, particularly for the main
spindle, the linear guidance and the TCP
[tool centre point], allows potential
overloads to be made transparent. This is
beneficial to both the machine
manufacturer and the operator. The user
interface is the central interface here,
providing people with precise data about
the current status of the production
process. Determining the forces allows us
to further optimise the load conditions in
the machine.”
To set and inspect the precise machine
load is a complex task. The operating panel
of the new machine tool allows the correct
main spindle operating load to be set and
the current loads can be monitored
whenever this is needed. If the load limit is
exceeded, an active warning occurs and the
load can be adjusted immediately. This also
covers vibrations on the machine
components. Moreover, the effects of
temperature fluctuations on the forces can
be checked via the operating panel.
Demand-based lubrication on the
machine also ensures that resources are
saved, while also safeguarding the
bearings’ functionality and, thus, the
performance of the machine. The sensors
in the machine send signals that allow,
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among other things, analysis of
the condition of the lubrication film A wide array of information is
made available to operators at the
at critical points in the machine.
Schaefﬂer plant
If the condition is no longer
sufficient, a signal will be sent to
the Schaeffler CONCEPT8 unit and
the required quantity of fresh
grease is delivered to the bearing
position. Machine downtime
caused by insufficient lubrication
can therefore be eliminated.
Furthermore, the CONCEPT8
equipment reports on the
remaining quantity of grease in the
cartridge. Usually the grease
cartridge filling levels had to be
checked directly on the machine.
Now it can be controlled digitally
on mobile devices.
use of data. What is important is that the
The pilot project in Hoechstadt intends
project uses a real production process,
to demonstrate how significant the
which means Schaeffler can identify how
productivity gains are through the improved
Industry 4.0 works in practice, where the

challenges lie and how added
value can be generated.
Ultimately, it is hoped that the
company will benefit from the
pilot project in two ways. First,
it can present itself to the
manufacturers of machine
tools as a solutions provider
for Industry 4.0; second, it can
use the knowledge within its
own production processes.
Concludes Mergler:
“Digitalisation allows us to
take the next step towards
Machine Tool 4.0, allowing all
process and quality data for
manufactured parts to be
traced. In the future, data
analyses will even make it possible to
predict quality results. In other words,
machine operators can proactively influence
the manufacturing process.” ■

Talk to me, like operators do
Voice commands for mobile phones and, more recently, personal
assistants such as Amazon’s Alexis or Google Home are
accepted and useful. At the IMTS exhibition in Chicago in
September (see p42), Athena was demonstrated. Described as
the first universal, voice-operated assistant technology
specifically designed for manufacturing work, it was shown at
work at the Makino (NCMT: https://is.gd/pucuxe) and OKK booths
(Whitehouse Machine Tools: https://is.gd/iyiqug), as well as in
the show’s Emerging Technology Centre, where visitors could
control a 5-axis DMG Mori CNC (https://is.gd/equmos).
“With 5-axis milling technology becoming more prevalent,
operators need to know more to be highly productive,” says
Dan Bagley, VP marketing and sales at iT SpeeX (http://
athenaworkshere.com), the company behind Athena. “People
don’t operate machines. People produce parts in a cell, and the
machine is an actor in that cell. Athena provides intelligent
assistance to machinists to allow them to operate multiple
types of controls.” (IMTS video: https://is.gd/emukaq).
iT SpeeX adds: “With Athena, an operator can control a
machine using simple voice commands. This revolutionary
technology can work on any machine, regardless of brand.
Athena is secure, residing on a local, on-premise computer and
operating without an Internet connection. Athena can complete
tasks from warming up the machine to running a job. Athena
can also deliver status reports, calculate key measurements,
and coach operators on many of the processes they need to
execute throughout the day. Athena is learning through
implementation and new capabilities are being added all the
time.”
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The company adds that the integration of Athena can
significantly cut down on the required time and investment in
training novice machinists by providing a simple, common
interface for working with machine tools. The technology can
also assist even the most skilled operators by giving them
immediate access to information that was not previously
available. For example, with one voice request, Athena can
search through a machine’s maintenance manual and display
the needed information right at the machine.
Out of the box, the system comes with hardware (headset,
computer and connecting peripherals) and software to enable
basic interaction on selected OEM platforms, but end users can
also decide to adopt Athena independently of OEMs. Says the
company: “Athena end users are machine tool owners and
operators who are interested in empowering employees and
boosting efficiencies by applying Athena technology to the
machines in their shops.”
Makino is the first mover for Athena, having applied the
technology to both its machining centres and wire EDM
machines. “Makino machines are smart enough to do more for
operators,” says Makino America CEO Don Lane, who
continues: “Athena unlocks that potential and gives operators
more ease of control. Adding Athena to a machine saves time,
not just in training and onboarding new machinists, but also in
giving experienced machinists the information they need when
and where they need it. Athena helps machinists make the
most of the machine and their own skills.”
See Makino talk about its use of Athena here: https://is.gd/
soduso
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EXHIBITION REVIEW GREAT AMERICAN GATHERING

IMTS 2018 is being hailed as the
show that marks the year of digital
transformation

Technology hotspot
Andrew Allcock reviews the recent IMTS show held in Chicago, where additive manufacturing (AM)
and digitalisation were noted as rapidly progressing areas. Plus, we review a selection of technology
developments in brief

I

MTS – the International Manufacturing
Technology Show – held in Chicago in
September, set all-time records for show
metrics. This 32nd edition drew a record
registration of 129,415 people and featured
1,424,232 ft2 of exhibition space, taking in
2,123 stands and 2,563 exhibiting
companies. Previous records were 121,764
registrants (IMTS 1998), 1,415,848 ft2 of
exhibition space (IMTS 2000), 1,808 stands
(IMTS 2016) and 2,407 exhibiting
companies (IMTS 2016).
“Connectivity, the digital transformation
of manufacturing, automation, additive
manufacturing and a strong economy drove
record numbers at IMTS 2018,” says Peter
R. Eelman, vice president – exhibitions &
business development at AMT – The
Association for Manufacturing Technology,
which owns and organises IMTS.
“Digitisation [digitalisation] collided with a
robust manufacturing industry to create our
most dynamic show ever.”
Historically, years between IMTS events
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lead to incremental machine improvements,
which are now reaching physical limits, says
the show organiser. “The velocity of change
has become different,” observes Tim
Shinbara – AMT vice president –
manufacturing technology. “Analogue
technology yields linear improvements.
Digital technology creates exponential
growth and transforms how manufacturers
and job shops operate.”
And in keeping with that message, an
expanded Additive Manufacturing (AM)
Pavilion featured 51 exhibitors taking
31,550 ft2, while AMT’s Emerging
Technology Center (ETC) on digital
transformation featured demonstrations of
how new science impacts manufacturing.
To show AM’s speed and versatility, Oak
Ridge National Laboratory created a ‘die-in
a-day’ demonstration that featured four
stages of development: printing the die at
Lincoln Electric; machining the printed die at
Mazak (https://is.gd/otocah); moulding a part
from the die at the Institute for Advanced

Composites Manufacturing Innovation; and
3D laser scanning the part at Quality Vision
International.
“Traditionally, it takes a minimum of six
weeks to make moulds, and it costs tens of
thousands of dollars,” explains Lonnie Love,
group leader of automation robotics and
manufacturing at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. “We demonstrated every day of
the show the ability to go from digital to
actual production in fewer than 10 hours.
This technology has practical uses that
manufacturers can utilise now.”
Multiple companies chose IMTS 2018 as
their venue to debut high volume AM
systems, including HP and EOS. Stephen
Nigro, president of 3D Printing, introduced
the HP Metal Jet printer (see Machinery,
September, page 10 and https://is.gd/
siwawu). Designed for high volume
production, the HP Metal Jet offers 50 times
more productivity than any other binder jet or
laser AM system. EOS launched the
M 300-4 system, a multi-laser metal
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3D-printing system designed for digital
industrial additive manufacturing and
offering “up to 10x higher productivity”.
“Every building in McCormick Place
featured AM technology,” Eelman reveals.
“Four years ago, when we produced the
Strati vehicle on the show floor, large-scale
AM was a novelty. At IMTS 2018, AM
technology was part of the manufacturing
processes used to produce the entrance hall
impact units.”

TRANSFORMATIVE YEAR
IMTS 2018 will be noted as the year of
digital transformation, says the organiser, as
highlighted by an automated cell linking a
Hurco CNC (https://is.gd/utebev), a Universal
Robot arm (Applied Automation: https://is.
gd/wudeve) and Hexagon CMM (https://is.gd/
daguku) using the MTConnect standard.
Says Eelmen: “MTConnect is the building
block that enables intelligent systems and
decision-making based on data, rather than
instinct. Instead of asking ‘What’s a
connected system?’, visitors now say to
exhibitors, ‘Your systems use MTConnect,
right?’”
Paul Gray, Hurco’s R&D manager,
highlights that the only required connection
between machines is an Ethernet cable.
“Simple connectivity and software
communication overcomes a major hurdle
for job shops that focus on high-mix, lowvolume and even custom parts,” he says.
Cobots are an increasing phenomenon in
automating production processes. Universal
Robots (RARUK Automation, https://is.gd/
redaya) claimed to be the number one cobot

(collaborative robot) supplier at IMTS, with
more than 20 exhibitors employing the
company’s technology. Another user was
bolt-on automation supplier Midaco (Hyfore
Engineering, https://is.gd/zecece). It showed
an automatic pallet equipped with the
Universal Robots UR10 Arm. Says Midaco:
“Pairing your pallet changer with this new
feature will enable you to change parts on
your pallets while you attend to other
machines. Reduce strain by using the 1,300
mm-reach UR10 arm that can access parts
on a table or conveyor set up alongside.”
Renishaw was also selling the automated
production process message. A high
productivity machining cell, featuring fully
integrated process control, demonstrated
how high levels of automation and
connectivity can be incorporated into CNC
machining operations to improve productivity
and process capability. The demo cell
reflected process control techniques that
Renishaw (https://is.gd/erojup) applies in its
own manufacturing facilities, in fact.
Showing digitalisation wares was cutting
tool maker Sandvik Coromant (https://is.gd/
uyodup), which delivered its ‘turning
reinvented’ and ‘digital solutions’ messages.
These took in CoroCut QD Y-axis parting and
PrimeTurning, both improving productivity. Its
digital solutions include: CoroPlus
ToolGuide, which provides quick and
accurate tool recommendations based on a
given task and material type; CoroPlus
ToolLibrary that allows users to integrate
tool assemblies directly into their digital
machining environment; and CoroPlus
ProcessControl that permits customers to

HeidenhainÕs Statemonitor

improve machining process control through
the implementation of hardware and
software solutions inside their machines.
Included within CoroPlus ProcessControl are:
CoroPlus Collision detector, which helps
avoid or minimise machine tool and
workpiece damage in the event of a collision;
CoroPlus Tool guard that enables the operator
to monitor the machining process in real-time
and interact with the machine tool; and
CoroPlus Machine health inspector, which
performs condition analysis on a machine
tool’s spindle, slide and bearings, facilitating
predictive maintenance strategies.
No mention of cloud platforms here, but
another tool specialist, Mapal (https://is.gd/
qoboyi), was promoting its c-Com platform,
specifically highlighting regrinding software
that helps to “save up to 75% of the time for
the incoming goods”. The delivery note is
first scanned using, for example, a tablet.
Data is recorded automatically and
transferred to the regrinding software. All the
relevant documents, such as order

Technology developments in brief
■ ANCA CPX Linear – this 4-axis tool grinder is capable of
achieving a surface finish better than 0.2 Ra and run-out of less
than 2 microns. It has a large working envelope and powerful
grinding spindles to achieve the highest precision and productivity in
the market today for blank preparation, making use of the pinch
peel method of grinding.
■ Faro Technologies – the Faro OneClick system is available
exclusively to members of the Faro Early Adopter Program (https://
early-adopter.faro.com/apply-now/). OneClick system includes three
harmonised components: a metrology grade non-contact scanner;
a rotating fixturing table; and software designed to optimise the
OneClick user experience. In Learn Mode, OneClick enables users
to set up a repeatable inspection routine with no manual
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intervention, as the software automatically moves through a series
of critical steps.
■ Hexagon manufacturing Intelligence – the Laser Trackerbased configurable automation cell delivers automated
measurement productivity in-line, near-line or off-line. With the
established features of the Leica Absolute Tracker range, the 360°
FMC-Tracker can measure parts in a variety of surfaces and finishes
with no need for targets, allowing for a simplified 3D measurement
process less prone to operator error.
■ NCMT – The Blue Photon photo-activated adhesive workholding
system (NCMT, https://is.gd/pucuxe) is now offered with a universal
fixture kit that allows users to employ the workholding system
immediately by allowing easy adaptation to most parts.
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iXworld, an online portal with four distinct
service areas under a single interface.
Sawing technology specialist Kasto (https://
is.gd/omiyuv) revealed its VisualAssistance
service. This supports troubleshooting Kasto
products without the physical presence of a
service technician. The technology employs
‘smart glasses’ or smartphones to allow a
remote technician to view what the customer
sees. Shown on the heads-up display of the
glasses, a Kasto technician can circle, point
and send other relevant data to guide a
customer through solving issues as they
encounter.

CNC SUPPLIERS & CONNECTIVITY
Marposs’ Augmented Reality table
confirmation, service report or invoice, can
then be created at the push of a button.
Fixed tools, such as tools with a defined
minimum length, naturally still have to be
inspected and measured. But the software
makes even this step far simpler and faster.
The length is measured using a measuring
device networked with the c-Com software
and compared with the values stored in the
software. The operator is informed
automatically if regrinding is possible or not.
And if the tool has already been
personalised with a QR/DMC code, the
regrinding software also offers the possibility
of digitally tracking the tool history.
On-machine/near-production inspection
expert Marposs (https://is.gd/qaduge) had
augmented reality as its technological
centrepiece, demonstrating guided sequence
gauging. Visitors were provided with AR
glasses that guided them through a
sequence of steps and measurements to
check features on a cylinder head component
using the Marposs iWave2 handheld wireless
gauge and a Go/NoGo gauge.
Moving to machine tools and Index
(Kingsbury: https://is.gd/exevoc) previewed its

Next in the digitalisation world come CNC
units and the suppliers that provide them.
FANUC’s FIELD system (https://is.gd/
ematin), an open platform that collects
machine data in real time, was connected to
more than 300 machines from 144
companies at the show. The second global
CNC giant Siemens (https://is.gd/qukaco),
added to its MindSphere platform in the
form of the ‘Analyze MyPerformance/OEE
Monitor application. Siemens has also
extended its Manage MyMachines app with
the addition of Manage MyMachines/
Remote, providing remote access to a CNC.
Another CNC specialist, Heidenhain (https://
is.gd/ivugiv), has added to its Industry 4.0
connected machine offering with
StateMonitor. This captures, visualises and
evaluates the status of connected machines
and displays it on any networked terminals,
a Heidenhain TNC control or mobile device.
And via MTConnect and OPC UA connectivity,
different controls can be connected, it is
stressed.
More generally, just as voice-activated
technology is now available to consumers to
control technology, so the same capability
has been brought to the machine tool world.
Athena is the industry’s first voice-operated

assistant, debuted at IMTS at the Makino
(NCMT: https://is.gd/pucuxe) and OKK
booths (Whitehouse Machine Tools: https://
is.gd/iyiqug), as well as in AMT’s ETC where
visitors could control a 5-axis DMG Mori CNC
(https://is.gd/equmos).
“With 5-axis milling technology becoming
more prevalent, operators need to know
more to be highly productive,” says Dan
Bagley, VP marketing and sales at iTSpeeX
(http://athenaworkshere.com). “People don’t
operate machines. People produce parts in
a cell, and the machine is an actor in that
cell. Athena provides intelligent assistance
to machinists to allow them to operate
multiple types of controls.” (Video: https://
is.gd/emukaq).
Welding is not being left out of this digital
revolution; ESAB Digital Solutions, includes
ESAB WeldCloud and ESAB CutCloud
(https://is.gd/qoboyi), connected digital
ecosystems for welding and mechanised
cutting respectively. On-premise, hybrid and
cloud-based architectures are supported.
ESAB provides digital methods of
documentation, better views into productivity
and a much richer ability to manage their
physical assets.
At a higher, more generic level, and after
meeting at the previous show, Infor and
Forcam (https://is.gd/ucodag) collaborated to
create a bi-direction interface between
Forcam’s plant floor information-gathering
solution and Infor’s back-end ERP solution.
Blockchain reared its head too, with SAP
showing how to use blockchain to improve
trust and transparency from source to
consumption.
And IT hardware company CISCO
exhibited at IMTS for the first time, bringing
its expertise in the industrial security of data
and connectivity to the ETC. Security is now
a top concern, and manufacturing facilities
need to manage modern security with legacy
operating systems, it says. ■

5G mobile demonstration
5G was being promoted by Germany’s Fraunhofer, which demonstrated “the first 5G
network in the world”, which can record data at frequencies 10 to 100 times faster than
LTE mobile technology. High speed connection via mobile telephony is being hailed as
the forthcoming big thing for manufacturing (see also Machinery article: https://is.gd/
ocucaw).
Kasto’s Visual Assistance
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EDM & ECM BRAND LOYALTY PAYING DIVIDENDS
RST sparks a lot of internal
gears and splines for
Formula One operations

Eroding away
preconceptions
Two highly progressive subcontractors explain the impact of the latest EDM technology in driving
productivity and competitive gain. Steed Webzell reports

F

ollowing a recent move to a facility
more than twice the size of its previous
premises, RST Engineering has
invested in another Sodick AG60L die-sink
EDM to help keep pace with a growing order
book. Installed in February 2018 by Sodi-Tech
EDM (https://is.gd/muvegi), the machine
joins an existing AG60L that arrived in 2012.
The two machines are now working side-byside, producing a host of complex parts such
as titanium internal gears and splines for the
motorsport industry.
Established by Robert and Maureen Taylor
in 1986, and now run by their sons Sean,
Jason and Paul Taylor, RST Engineering has
proven itself to be an ambitious precision
engineering business based in Leighton
Buzzard. The move to 7,100 ft2 premises has
allowed the company to grow and improve its
services with investment in machinery, staff,
training and inspection equipment. Today,
RST has 15 employees and is currently in the
process of taking on two apprentices.
“We’ve had Sodick wire EDMs in the
business since 1998, after which we
standardised on Sodick machines,” explains
company director Jason Taylor. “However,
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Latest EDM products in brief
■ GF Machining Solutions has introduced its latest AgieCharmilles Cut P series of wire
EDM machines. Cut P 350/550/800/1250 models are equipped with efficient power
generators and feature a robust design and build, intuitive HMIs, and several automation
options for lights-out/unattended operations. With Intelligent Power Generator (IPG) digital
technology, the EDM machines deliver ultra-fine surface finishes (Ra 0.1) and can improve
cutting speeds by up to 20%, says the company. Several ‘Expert’ systems further optimise
the IPG’s cutting performance. For instance, POWER-Expert monitors and changes the
power levels required to machine parts with variable heights. https://is.gd/equnis
■ Makino, which is represented in the UK by NCMT (https://is.gd/tufuke), has released its
UP6 HEAT wire EDM for ultra-precision machining. The machine is capable of achieving
workpiece positional accuracies of 1 micron, while providing XYZ travels of 650 by 470 by
320 mm. Designed for precision stamping and fine-blanking applications, the machine is
particularly suitable for electric motor stator die tooling. The UP6 HEAT features a
stationary work table design that helps improve positional accuracy, as the machine is
moving the same mass regardless of workpiece weight. A programmable rise and fall threesided work tank is deployed that provides ergonomic access to the work zone.
■ Erodex (https://is.gd/cidume) has announced the exclusive UK availability of a coated
EDM wire, Boline H. The company has enjoyed a strong working relationship with
manufacturer Bedra for many years, introducing several coated wire products to the UK.
Boline H is a gamma phase wire from Bedra that, during trials, has achieved speed
increases of up to 30%, when compared with brass wire. In addition, the operator will also
use less wire for the job, further increasing the savings offered. Boline H is suitable for all
Japanese machines, particularly those where straightness is important for automatic wire
threading. Boline H is available in wire diameters of 0.2, 0.25 and 0.3 mm.
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The hole drilling feature on the
FANUC Robocut at Frazer Nash

we’ve only had Sodick die-sink machines
since 2012, when we bought our first AG60L.
We spark a lot of internal gears and splines
for Formula One and other motorsport
disciplines. It’s all low-batch, high precision
work. Tolerances of 10 micron on form are
typical when it comes to internal splines and
gears, but the Sodick machines hold that very
consistently.”
A 24-tooth motorsport spline might take
around 4½ hours in cycle time, and RST
prefers to produce many of its long-running
jobs unmanned overnight. With this thought in
mind, the sole upgrade requested by the
company for its latest AG60L was the option
of a 12-station tool changer, rather than the
standard six-station version.
“Due to the inherent challenges associated
with machining titanium, we tend to burn
through a larger number of electrodes,” says
Taylor. “As a result, we needed a toolchanger
with greater capacity for running lights-out.
In fact, we also opted to upgrade the tool
changer on our existing AG60L, which was
retrofitted by Sodi-Tech EDM.”

EASY TO PROGRAM
According to Taylor, programming is a standout feature of the Sodick machines, a
function that offers a high degree of flexibility.
“The control is so easy to use,” he says.
“There’s the ability to do conversational
programming, which is very comprehensive,
or you can write an entire program yourself
from scratch – and even bounce between the
two methods. Three of us are trained to
program the Sodick machines.”
RST also has four Sodick wire EDMs
equipped with linear drive technology: two
AQ325L models, an AG600L and an AQ750L
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with 500 mm capacity in the Z-axis.
Around 100 miles south at the Petersfield
plant of Frazer Nash Manufacturing, brand
satisfaction is also in evidence, this time
associated with EDM machines from FANUC
(https://is.gd/ematin). The company has just
invested in its fourth FANUC wire-cut EDM,
a RoboCut C600iB, which complements
existing RoboCut 0C and 1C machines that
have been running on the shopfloor since the
early 1990s.
Hayden Weeks, EDM supervisor at Fraser
Nash Manufacturing, says: “We added the
latest FANUC RoboCut C600iB as we were
looking for a machine that could accept larger
parts. Moreover, some of our other machines
are getting a little old now, so the new
addition really speeds things up. The C600iB

is at least 20 to 30% faster than our existing
machines.
“A lot of our work is in the food industry,
so we do a lot of aluminium and titanium
plates,” he adds. “On the new machine at
present is a 3D-printed alloy steel part and
we’re cutting off the 3D-printed base. From
here, the job will go to 5-axis machining.”
The programming of the machines is
performed off-line using FANUC CAMi
software, which helps Frazer Nash perform
cylindrical, conical and 4-axis machining
routines. Users can mirror CAMi software
directly to the CNC screen by using the
remote desktop function.
The B series has a host of newly
developed features, and one in particular
caught the attention of Frazer Nash: the EDM
hole-drilling attachment. This bolt-on addition
enables users to drill holes from 0.3 to 3.0
mm diameter through hardened steels and
other challenging material types.
“The advantage of this system is that you
don’t need to drill a plate before treatment or
before it’s put on the wire machine,” Weeks
offers. “We load jobs straight on the
machine, where the attachment will drill the
hole. We can then centre-find the hole and
feed the wire in for cutting operations. It
means more unmanned hours, without having
to drill anything. This is all programmed from
Macros in the machine, so we can do
everything in one hit.” ■

EDM used on live nuclear pipeline
Machining specialist Hydratight says it has become the first company to use EDM for
maintenance work on a live nuclear reactor pipeline system. The company completed the
technically challenging campaign for a major energy company at a US power station as part
of post-Fukushima upgrades. Using EDM avoided an expensive unplanned shutdown of the
reactor, and took 48 hours off the reactor outage schedule. The process used a heated
solid electrode to cut a hole (featuring 0.05 mm tolerance) within the reactor feed water
line. Microscopic cuttings were then removed using back-flushing and vacuums.
Hydratight’s process prevented 99.5% of foreign material exclusion particles, such as drill
cuttings and debris, from entering the reactor.
Mike Riordan, Hydratight’s nuclear speciality services manager, says: “This was a
milestone achievement on a live nuclear reactor pipeline and resulted in safety
enhancements in line with the industry’s post-Fukushima requirements. The work has
created another way to feed water into the main line, if there is ever a power loss to the
reactor.”
The line had water pressure of 8.3 bar and electrical conductance exceeding 3,500
micro-siemens. Hydratight’s speciality services deployed customised tooling to negotiate a
380 mm long, 25 mm wide pipe as an entry point to reach the spot where the 19 mm EDM
penetration was to take place. https://is.gd/ubewub
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RMT Air Toggle Presses are
designed for reliable high
speed piercing, forming,
cutting, trimming,
coining and assembly
operations.
They combine
efficient air operation,
rugged construction
and reliable safety
features to provide top
value compared to
small hydraulic or air
clutch presses.
Wide range of sizes is available to suit
every application – 10 standard models
ranging from 3 to 20 tons.
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WORKHOLDING CHUCKING OUT INEFFICIENCY

Steed Webzell reveals the
progress made by manufacturers
in the UK and Germany, thanks to
recent investments in the latest
workholding technology

InoGrip offers a holding force that is up
to 10 times higher than conventional
gripper jaws

L

ocated close to the UK’s motorsport
valley in Bletchley, near Milton Keynes,
Dowse Engineering ensures the
efficient and cost-effective delivery of quality
components through continuous investment
in the latest manufacturing technologies,
which includes a range of workholding
equipment from Thame Workholding (https://
is.gd/fahawo).
“An example of the many advantages we
have gained through the use of Thame
Workholding’s products is our recently
purchased InoGrip system,” says director
Trevor Dowse. “Before loading a billet on to
an InoGrip vice for milling, we stamp the
workpiece in our InoGrip stamping station.
The four precise depressions allow the
specially shaped ends of the InoGrip vice’s
three jaws to lock into the last 6 mm of the
workpiece. This positive fit makes it possible
to securely clamp the workpiece with just a
fraction of the previously necessary clamping
force. In addition, the arrangement provides a
reference point for reinserting workpieces in
the vice with a high degree of repeat
accuracy. Much reduced machining times,
improved precision and substantial cost
savings on materials means that we
anticipate a rapid return on our investment.”
The InoGrip system uses a high pressure
hydraulic press to simultaneously apply four
cruciform indentations to the last 6 mm of
the workpiece billet. Following the stamping
operation, when transferred to the InoGrip
chuck the male cruciform features engage
with the workpiece indentations. As a result,
a positive, secure fit is produced with a
holding force that is up to 10 times higher
than that produced by conventional gripper
jaws, says Thame.
Retaining the milling theme, Schunk
(https://is.gd/nuyevi) says its workholding
solutions have been a major facilitator in
gains witnessed at Rockenhausen, Germanybased precision subcontractor Maas
Frästechnik. Here, the equipping of three
5-axis machines with Schunk’s Vero-S quick-
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Competitive gain

within grasp
change clamping modules has proved highly
advantageous.
DMU 50 ecoline (DMG Mori, https://is.gd/
equmos), Hermle C30U (Kingsbury, https://is.
gd/exevoc) and Hermle C42U machining
centres are now equipped with the Schunk
quick-change technology and supplemented
with an extensive clamping device pool,
meaning the majority of all conceivable
customer requests can be accommodated.
“We have components the size of a little
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finger and others that require a 500 mm base
plate,” says company owner Stefan Maas.
“This means we are required to map all
possibilities in quick succession and must
often ‘put out fires’ for our customers.”
The key element of the clamping solutions
are Schunk Vero-S NSE plus 138 quickchange modules, which are mounted to all
three machine tables. Various clamping
devices can be switched between the
individual machines with just a few actions.
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WORKHOLDING CHUCKING OUT INEFFICIENCY

Hänel initially received two Mando G211
mandrel prototypes in sizes zero and two. The
mandrels were tested on a Richardon R400
manual loading hobbing machine and a
Gleason-Pfauter GP200 gear hobber with
automatic loading, to see if they would be
compatible.

CONCENTRICITY CHALLENGE

In just one minute, the entire Schunk clamping pyramid can be
exchanged to a repeat accuracy of 0.005 mm

“I don’t need to tighten any screws, or
look for any washers or keys,” says Maas.
“All clamping devices are precisely and firmly
connected to the machine. The clamping
result is always identical, without anything
having to be aligned. And the flexibility is
simply sensational.”
Radially arranged clamping slides retract
and self-lock the clamping pin with the Vero-S
via a spring assembly that uses form-fit
clamping. Clamping and positioning is carried
out via a short taper, which ensures a repeat
accuracy of <0.005 mm. Due to the patented
dual-stroke system, each module achieves
pull-down forces of 7.5 kN. With activated
turbo-function, the pull-down force is 25 kN,
while the retention force is 50 kN.
Maas makes particular use of the
clamping pyramids from the more than 1,000
variants of the modular Vero-S system: “With
the pyramid, it is irrelevant whether I machine
four identical parts in series or four individual
components, because I can bundle similar
parts together on the pyramid at any time.
My vision is to have four different zero points
on the pyramid one day, and to be able to
machine completely different components.”
The Vero-S clamping pyramids are
combined with manually actuated Schunk
Kontec KSC 125 clamping force blocks, in
lengths of 160 and 300 mm.
“With comparably low torques, I can
achieve high clamping forces of 35 kN,
meaning I can completely do without a
separate stamping station for form-fit
clamping,” says Maas.
As clamping takes place under tension,
the bending load on the base body and,
thereby, the lifting up of the clamping vice,
are minimised, which adds to clamping
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accuracy and rigidity. A pre-tensioned centre
bearing (without spindle reverse clearance)
and specially adjusted slides ensure a repeat
accuracy of ±0.015 mm.
Remaining in Germany, recent teamwork
between gear manufacturer Hänel and
workholding specialist Hainbuch (https://
is.gd/buzoru) has certainly paid dividends.
The Hainbuch Mando G211 mandrel for gear
manufacturers is particularly suitable for gear
hobbing, cutting and grinding, a fact ably
demonstrated at Bad Friedrichshall-based
Hänel. Now available as a standard mandrel
from stock, this solution for gear cutting has
optimised Hänel’s manufacturing process,
reduced set-up times and improved gear
quality, largely credit to the stable clamping
features that dampen vibration.
When a product like the Mando G211
mandrel is first developed, it must be tested
thoroughly under real-world conditions. In this
case, Hainbuch was looking for a reliable
partner capable of testing the prototype, and
so the company approached Hänel.

At Hänel, batch sizes are between 30 and
1,000 pieces. As a rule, the gears are
hardened and ground, so reworking is not an
option. “With the current clamping system we
couldn‘t achieve good concentricity,” admits
Jürgen Renner, production manager at Hänel.
“The workpiece was pressed axially
downwards. Now it is clamped with the
mandrel from the inside, radially outwards.
Thus, we have higher clamping stability. This
eliminates the reworking of certain
components.“
Hänel has also improved set-up times with
the new mandrel, as when using the Mando
G211 mandrel only the segmented clamping
bushing, and not the entire clamping system,
has to be changed. Use of the G211 also
eliminates the need for alignment, which of
course saves time. Even if the mandrel and
segmented clamping bushing have to be
changed to a different size, it is still faster.
There are only three screws on the mandrel
for the support and one screw on the
segmented clamping bushing.
“If everything is prepared optimally, and
the part family is in stock and can be
processed one after the other, we will save
50% on set-up time,” concludes Renner.
“In addition, the process is more stable and
safe.” ■

The Mando G211 mandrel on the
Richardon is perfect for hobbing
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A blisk being cut at
Autodesk’s Birmingham technology
centre, programmed using PowerMill
CAM software
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Robert Bosch Packaging
Technology GmbH is using
Radan to make sure that
the prices it gets from its
suppliers are competitive.
Inset: the company’s
Dominik Bach

Managing better
Robert Bosch Packaging Technology GmbH manages suppliers better
with Radan, while two subcontractors manage their companies well
with 123Insight and PSL Datatrack software respectively

O

ne of the world’s leading IoT
companies is using Radan software
in a pilot project to ensure that it
gets the best deals from suppliers who
produce its sheetmetal components.
Robert Bosch Packaging Technology
GmbH, part of the worldwide Bosch Group,
recently invested in Radan (Vero Software:
https://is.gd/neligi) to produce accurate
costings in support of the procurement of
parts it needs for the packaging machines it
produces for the food and pharma
industries.
With only a small in-house production
team, the company outsources production
of its sheetmetal parts. Dominik Bach is
responsible for the management of sheet
metal products in the headquarters at
Robert Bosch Packaging Technology’s base
in Waiblingen, Germany. He says Radan
solved an important issue for them:
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“Our suppliers weren’t able to give us
accurate and fast calculations, regarding
the sheetmetal parts.
“We’d often receive late and incorrect
offers, and sometimes the part would be
quoted at different prices. So, we set up a
fixed order pattern using Radan. Instead of
sending out a request to suppliers, receiving
an offer and then placing the order, we can
now tell them the accurate cost of the
component and its individual operations.”
To manage that, Bosch invested in
several Radan modules – Radimport,
Radprofile, Radmanager and Radquote,
which automate most of the calculations.
The engineering department produces 3D
SolidWorks models that are imported into
Radprofile through Radimport and
automatically unfolded, showing laser
cutting time and material usage.
Explains Bach: “Predefined formulae are

then input, using pop-up menus, for the
costs of individual operations on the parts –
including bending, straightening, deburring,
welding, glass-bead-blasting, drilling,
purchased parts, manpower and delivery.
“These calculations fix the price for
machining cycle times and all additions.
The only variable is the hourly rate for our
suppliers’ shopfloor workers. But it means
we fix the end price we’re prepared to pay
each subcontractor, and we can back it up
with our calculations produced by the
market-leading sheetmetal software.
“If a supplier has higher manpower
costs, we expect, or help them with supplier
development tools – quick-change-over
workshops, for example – to optimise
production to compete with a supplier who
has lower manpower costs. For example, a
supplier with fast laser cutting but slower
welding rates, would lose out on a project
requiring more welding. Radan gives us the
ability to always select the best supplier.
We send our calculations to the suppliers,
along with the order and the STEP files of
the part.”
He says it’s a ‘win-win’ situation, both for
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Bosch and the supplier, citing three major
benefits for each of them. First, for Bosch:
shortening the overall lead time, by skipping
the request for quotation time, gaining
between five and eight days; constant prices
and planning reliability, as the errors caused
by manual calculations are eliminated; and
cost saving through optimal placement of
orders according to supplier strengths.
For suppliers, the benefits are: no
calculations required; no sales effort needed
to win orders from Bosch; and multi-year
contracts to produce the parts.
Another major advantage is that the
software shows each supplier’s individual
strengths. Adds Bach: “For example, if a
part requires a number of welding
operations, Radan will highlight which is the
most suitable supplier for each part. It
means that we not only control the price, but
we choose the best subcontractor, based on
the part requirements. And suppliers get
orders from us which reflect their own
strengths.”
Currently, Bach and his team use Radan
in this way, but if the pilot scheme proves as
successful as early indications would
suggest, it is likely to be rolled out to other
Bosch plants around the world. “Radan
could eventually have a major influence on
the efficiency of our procurement processes
globally,” he concludes.
At Platinum Precision
Engineering, based in
County Down, Northern
Ireland, a manufacturer of
precision machined
components for sectors
such as aerospace and
automotive founded in
2014, its original
spreadsheets and paper
systems have been
replaced with manufacturing management
software 123insight software (https://is.gd/
dobipu). Says managing director Ross
Fleming: “As the business started to grow,
purchase orders were getting bigger, going
from one or two lines to maybe 20. We’re a
manufacturing company, so we are
constantly timing machines and people.
The process of getting everything on a
spreadsheet, getting prices, copying/pasting
between spreadsheets, printing a PDF and
then checking it for a 20-line purchase order
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could easily have taken two hours to make
sure that everything is perfect. That’s even
before you have to start printing out works
orders and plan production.”
Initially, the company decided to write its
own software. Says the managing director:
“At that stage, I believed that what we do is
quite simplistic, so I employed a local
software engineer to develop an MRP
system. It took about a year to realise that
we had no chance of achieving this – it’s
more complex than it looks on paper.”
Fleming attended a 123Insight Evaluation
Workshop in the summer of 2017, while he
was also already aware that two of his
customers used the software, one of which
is a major supplier to the aerospace
industry. “I thought that if it’s good enough
for a company that’s buying and
manufacturing a large number of
components and assemblies, then it’s good
enough for us.”

STRAIGHTFORWARD INSTALLATION
Platinum Precision registered to receive a
123insight licence on 9 August 2017, with
training scheduled for early September,
provided by local dealer QMS Insight. Says
Fleming: “It was fairly straightforward. I took
plenty of notes and the good thing about
Drew McCoubrey, managing director and
founder of QMS
Insight, is that he’s
always at the end of
the phone. We had a

couple of phone calls after training and I
was able to handle the implementation
myself pretty easily. It was pretty seamless
and simple.”
The company took advantage of
123insight’s remote installation, at just
£295. This saw 123 Insight staff connect to
Platinum’s server remotely, install the
123insight system and connect and
configure it to Platinum’s SQL Server
database. Implementation took just a week
and was far less challenging than envisaged.
“It was like a new toy that I wanted to get up
and running. It was actually good fun
processing our first purchase order, seeing
everything at the click of a button, creating
purchase orders for material and printing
works orders,” Fleming explains, adding:
“We went from that long process to realising
that once you get your parts set up, your
structures right, your billet prices and
subcontracting set up, you can take that
process down to, literally, minutes.”
As a company that holds ISO9001
accreditation and which is moving towards
AS9100, Platinum needed a system that
would provide it with the end-to-end
traceability required for both materials and
treatments.
Platinum also rolled Shop Floor Data
Collection (SFDC), which not only provided
accurate data about job runtimes, but also
allowed other staff to quickly answer
customer queries. Fleming again: “We’ve
just starting using SFDC for clocking on and

At Platinum Precision
Engineering, 123Insight
manufacturing management
software has saved management
time, even as business expands
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Teﬂoturn uses PSL Datatrack
software to run its plastics’
machining business effectively

off jobs, which helps new staff understand
where jobs are on the shopfloor. So, when
customers phone up for the status, anyone
can easily go in and check out where a job is
in its production journey.”
Despite considerable growth forecast in
2018, the company has not had to expand on
administration resources overall. A part-time
administrator has been hired, with Fleming
now able to spend much more time on the
shopfloor instead. “Our turnover should
double this year over last, and the resource

needed to push those orders through has
stayed around the same,” he concludes.
A manufacturing management software
installation is also praised by Tefloturn, with
PSL Datatrack (https://is.gd/isuvey) the
software involved in this case. Having
relocated from Flitcham to larger premises in
King’s Lynn, Tefloturn has been able to take
on more staff and, as a result, more work.
The company is also looking to greatly
increase its capacity by adding a 32 mm
sliding-head lathe to complement its current

Using its Radan software, Robert Bosch Packaging Technology GmbH can create nested
components to obtain accurate subcontract pricing (p58)
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Star (https://is.gd/azugen) sliding-head and
its turning and milling machines supplied by
XYZ Machine Tools (https://is.gd/kufaha).
Tefloturn supplies components in PTFE
and a variety of other plastic materials to
industries. The company’s main problem in
managing its business had been the amount
of time – five days a week – taken to
manually generate and type quotations for
customers. This was a clear obstacle to the
success of the business and was having a
detrimental effect on customer service.
That changed when managing director
Mick Finney heard about PSL Datatrack
production control software from a colleague
in the metal subcontract engineering
business who was already a user. “This was
the type of system we needed as a plastics
parts manufacturer. It could relieve all the
manual administration around quotations
and, having arranged for PSL Datatrack to
visit us and give a demo, we quickly made
the decision to invest in a software
package.”
The company initially opted for modules
that covered the key aspects of its business,
including quotations, works orders, process
layouts, deliveries, invoicing and job costing.
Subsequently, it has added goods received
and material stock control modules to the
mix. The company also reports that more
modules may be added in the future. ■
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CGTech’s hierarchy
of optimisation
Borrowing from Abraham Maslow’s recognised ‘hierarchy of
needs’, CGTech has established a similarly structured pattern for
the goal of maximising or optimising CNC machine tool
performance. So, what is ‘Machining Optimisation’? It means
many things to many people. If you asked 100 consultants,
you will get at least 100 different answers

M

any machine shops will have
specific aims, extending from
the simplest goal of just
keeping the spindles running, all the way
up to an all-encompassing continualimprovement philosophy. The latter will
probably include a named initiative
developed for quality and productivity
methodology improvements.
Improvements can be based on
Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) or
a proprietary branded production method,
such as those refined by automotive and
aerospace primes and adopted by their
tiered supply chains. These systems are
often tailored for a specific industry and
even type of component, with themes
that resonates strongly with most
manufacturing businesses, such as Zero
Defects, On Time Delivery, Cost Down
and Lights-Out Production.
States CGTech managing director
Tony Shrewsbury: “We could simplify this
as ‘Reduce Cost – Improve – Repeat’ to
achieve continual improvements. Let’s
consider the toolkit VERICUT provides its

CGTechÕs hierarchy of optimisation
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users with to achieve these goals and
focus specifically on the optimisation of
the machining process on CNC
machining centres by adjusting feeds
and speeds.”
CGTech’s largest customer group is in
the aerospace and defence industries,
but the current business pressures they
are experiencing are relevant to many
other industry sectors. While most
companies within the respective supply
chains have full order books, many
forecast a storm coming. A ‘cost-down’
storm from the Prime aerospace
companies.

STORM WARNING
“We’ve heard stories of Lockheed-Martin
switching suppliers to save $X per part
and the Pentagon is conducting a ‘deep
dive’ into the price of the F-35 Joint
Strike Fighter to see where costs can be
whittled down. Also, consider all the
machined parts in a commercial aircraft,
such as the A320 or 737. Both Airbus
and Boeing expect cost-down activity,
year-on-year. These are the challenges
faced by our customers. Machined parts
right-first-time, VERICUT has done that.
Increase machining utilisation, doing
that. However, it is more than just
keeping your spindle busy,” Tony
Shrewsbury says.
He continues: “Consider also the
economic landscape. It is an uncertain
time for investment in new plant and
machinery with Brexit looming and its
implications far from established. The
current Sterling exchange rate is
advantageous for UK exporting

manufacturers. But how long will it last?
Exchange rate volatility makes for an
uncertain economic climate all over.”
Now is the time to protect your
business from the cost-down storm
approaching. To quote John F. Kennedy
‘The time to repair the roof is when the
sun is shining’.
As the world’s leading independent
CNC verification and optimisation
software, VERICUT protects machine
tools from any crash damage caused by
programming errors that could lead to
collisions between the cutting tool,
workholding, raw material and structural
elements of the machine, as well as any
resulting from axis over-travel.
VERICUT is often considered a ‘Go/
NoGo’ decision maker, but there is
much more than that in analysis. It
provides vital information for costing
and scheduling, allowing businesses to
estimate new projects with more
accuracy and even re-visit existing jobs
to evaluate performance.
With the machine tools protected,
it is time to take the next step towards
our optimisation goal. Many CAD/CAM
systems offer high performance cutting
strategies, such as Z-Level or Raster
and Waveform roughing, iMachining,
VoluMill, TruMill, Profit Milling and so
on, that improve cutting conditions and
tool life, as well as shorten the
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Lockheed-Martin is driving costs
down for the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter
programme

machining cycle time.
To improve further on this, VERICUT
offers Air Cuts Only Optimisation. A new
feature that has been free from V8
onwards. “NC programmers are naturally
cautious, so they often generate
conservative approach and retract
moves. We can see just how cautious
and make improvements, Air Cuts Only
can save between 5 and 15% of cycle
times. When you get that sort of
enhancement for free, why wouldn’t
you?,” asks Tony Shrewsbury.
In logical terms, the final step in
‘hierarchy’ is an and/or choice. With two
modules that offer very different
methods of optimising the cutting
process to achieve the best results. The
modules are OptiPath and FORCE, and
while the benefits of each can be
considered separately, they can also be
combined for maximum effect in the right
application.
In simple terms, OptiPath aims to
keep a constant chip load on the cutting
tool. Via the simulation process,
VERICUT knows the exact depth, width
and angle of each cut, and exactly how
much material is removed by each cut.
With this knowledge, OptiPath divides
the motion into smaller segments. Where
necessary, based on the amount of
material removed in each segment, it
assigns the best feed rate for each
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cutting condition encountered to keep a
consistent chip loading on the cutting
tool face. It then outputs a new toolpath,
identical to the original but with improved
feed rates. The software does not alter
the toolpath trajectory. “We have seen
savings of between 15 and 30% on cycle
times,” Tony Shrewsbury highlights.

PHYSICS-BASED SOLUTION
Offering savings of up to 40%, FORCE
uses a physics-based optimisation
method to determine the maximum
reliable feed rate for a given cutting
condition based on four factors: force on
the cutter; spindle power; maximum chip
thickness; and maximum allowable feed
rate. It calculates ideal feed rates by

analysing tool geometry and parameters,
material properties of the stock and
cutting tool, detailed cutting tool edge
geometry, and VERICUT cut-by-cut
contact conditions. It excels in difficult-tomachine materials, and especially in
complex multi-axis cuts, such as 5-axis
flank milling.
“FORCE allows users to quickly and
easily visualise what is happening, cutby-cut, in the NC program as the tool
contacts the material. You can clearly
see underutilised cutting conditions,
excessive forces, metal removal rates,
power, torque and tool deflections. With
a single click, the user sees a visual
analysis in the NC program and in the
graphic review window,” explains Tony
Shrewsbury.
FORCE has built-in material
information that gives a revealing
analysis of the machining process,
before running the NC program on the
actual machine. It provides the user with
a proactive analysis on NC programs,
making them right the first time, a
process that has been reactive in the
past. It makes optimising an NC
program fast and easy. FORCE
calculates the contact between the tool
and material, cut-by-cut, and takes the
cutting tool edge and the material into
account to adjust the feedrates to be
optimal and constant.
Tony Shrewsbury concludes: “One
possible answer to the question we
asked: ‘What is Optimisation?’ is that it
is amind-set. Always striving to improve,
sometimes falling short, yet always
learning from our mistakes to get better.
Maybe a better question is ‘can your
business afford not to step-up and
optimise its processes?” ■

Air Cuts Only Optimisation has been free since VERICUT version 8
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advantages comes the facts that there will be
no warning about any kinematic problems,
while connecting moves between start and
end points may not be checked.
Classic CAM simulation is based on cutter
location (CL) data, not post-processed output.
This offers a quick kinematic check, plus a
collision check of all data in the program. But
it cannot check on data format or the postprocessed data, while there are many
assumptions made, he adds.
Brambs also challenges external
verification of NC code, asking whether NC
verification and machine are synchronised
and whether the same NC program, tools and
fixtures are employed. This requires high
effort and still holds out the possibility of
errors, he asserts. The answer is Open Mind
Virtual Machining Center.
In Virtual Machining Center, there is a
virtual machine, virtual PLC, virtual CNC and

NC code-based simulation ensures
efﬁcient and safe lead-in processes, even
before the machine is switched on

Virtual perfection
Open Mind has developed a system that allows for the easy creation
of safe and efﬁcient multi-axis programs, Virtual Machining Center.
Andrew Allcock explains

G

erman CADCAM expert Open Mind
(https://is.gd/gatuno) introduced its
Virtual Machining Center concept
earlier this year and at the IMTS exhibition in
Chicago in September, the company’s
director, product innovation, Open Mind
Technologies AG, Peter Brambs, explained
the technology in more detail.
Virtual Machining is described as offering
a “new level of

security, flexibility and productivity” for the
5-axis machining expert’s NC programming
software. It means that NC programs can be
successfully post-processed and run when
producing complex parts, such as those
demonstrated at the IMTS event (see box on
opposite page).
CADCAM programming relative to the
workpiece offers the benefits of simple
checks and the ability to change machine,
Brambs explained, but along with those

virtual NC program. Virtual machine
movements fully correspond to the actual
machine movements, as the simulation is
based on the NC code after the postprocessor run. The code is simulated line by
line, including link movements, which means
that this NC code-based machine simulation
guarantees reliable collision detection, while
lead-in processes are far more safe and
efficient.
The machine simulation is carried out with
a defined machine model and takes into
account the workpiece, tool, toolholder,
fixtures and clamps. Axes can be moved
manually and axis limitations are indicated
with limit switch traversals detected

Reduce turning times by 90%
Version 2018.2 of Open Mind’s hyperMILL software included support for Vandurit’s
rollFEED turning strategy. A 3-axis machining strategy, this makes it possible for the
entire contour of the insert’s cutting edge to ‘roll off’ rotationally symmetric surfaces of
any shape. The cutting movement is produced by a swivelling of the B-axis with
simultaneous compensation for the X and Z-axes (for non-B-axis machines, there’s a
Vandurit attachment). This means that grooves can be machined with a single tool in a
single movement. The process can reduce cycle times by 90%, reduce tool consumption
and costs by 90%, all whilst guaranteeing 100% process reliability.
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automatically. Individual machining steps can
be simulated separately or used as a starting
point for the simulation. The simulation
checks each machining operation before the
machine set-up, which means that the
hyperMILL Virtual Machining Center delivers
maximum processing safety. And there is a
release process for NC programs, Bramb
advises.
In addition to efficient simulation, the
hyperMILL Virtual Machining Center includes
comprehensive analysis functions. Every
machining situation can be examined in
detail. The best-fit function makes it possible
to check the machining area reliably. It
automatically calculates the optimal
placement of the component for the available
workspace. In the real world, this can often
prevent time-consuming machine
adjustments.
Various technical charts provide valuable
information about the quality of the machine
run. The traverse movements of the different
axes, feed rates and spindle speed are
visible to the CNC programmer at all times.
This helps to prevent errors and inefficient
operations. The analysis functions therefore
provide even more safety and transparency.
A further module offered as part of this
new and safe process for NC code creation is
the hyperMILL Virtual Machining Optimizer
module. This automatically finds the
technically best, collision-checked tool
position with efficient traverse movements for
multi-axis machining.
Says the company: “There are many ways
to position the tool in multi-axis machining.
The quality and efficiency of the milling
operation is largely dependent on the
solution that is selected. Due to the
complexity of multi-axis machining, it is often
not possible to find the optimal overall
solution when setting the axis position
manually.”
hyperMILL Virtual Machining Optimizer
always finds the best collision-free tool
position automatically and during the postprocessor run, the company claims. It takes
account of kinematic properties and userspecific collision avoidance requirements.
This avoids programming errors or
subsequent editing of the machining program.
It analyses entire machining sequences
and not just individual operations.
Accordingly, the Optimizer always selects the
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Machine and
removal simulation

Each line of code
is simulated

NC code display

Intuitive operation

Remote control for
starting and stopping

The new and highly efﬁcient hyperMILL Virtual Machining Center simulation solution

ideal solution for machining the entire
sequence together, within the existing
machine limits. In this way, it achieves its
objective of avoiding time-consuming
repositioning and retract movements.
Guaranteed optimal, collision-free and
efficient machining is the outcome.
The final element in the process is
hyperMILL Connected Machining. This
module ensures seamless networking
between the CAM software and machine. One
of the highlights is the bidirectional exchange
of data with the machine controller, which
means that data can be sent to, and also
received from, the machine. As a result, the
actual machining process is available to the
user in the simulation – in real time.

hyperMILL Connected Machining ensures that
the manufacturing and simulation are
perfectly synchronised. Machining operations
on the CNC machine tool are easily controlled
via a laptop.
The machine run will only start if the data
matches and the collision check has been
carried out successfully. If this is not the
case, the hyperMILL Connected Machining
safety mechanism prevents the transfer of
NC programs to the machine and also stops
the machine from starting. An additional
safety feature is the fact that NC programs
are loaded directly into the memory of the
controller, which stops programs from being
mixed up and protects them against
unauthorised access. ■

Slam dunk demo at IMTS
This basketball hoop that was successfully machined using hyperMILL
5-axis programming was displayed during the IMTS exhibition, where
visitors were able to test their ‘hoop shooting skills’. Machined on a
Grob (https://is.gd/ecexok) G350 5-axis machining centre using conical
ball barrel cutters from OSG (https://is.gd/uxujuc) to machine the
basketball hoop, the starting point was a 81 kg block of aluminium.
Using a 320 mm cutting tool length, the finished basketball hoop was
milled to 565 g, a 99.3% material reduction. The application showcases hyperMILL’s
high performance capability for complex 5-axis machining, including milling deep
pockets and finishing curved shapes. Superior collision control enables a long cutting
tool to cut in extremely tight contours. The outer regions were machined via hyperMILL
MAXX Machining roughing, applied with a 5-axis shape-offset roughing process.
The hoop has an intricate design that was machined to the finest levels of detail.
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CGTECH GIVES USER GROUP THE HEADS-UP

Get together
Over 60 people from 50 of the UK’s leading advanced manufacturing
and technology companies attended CGTech’s latest VUE (VERICUT
Users’ Exchange) event, held last month at Williams F1 Conference
Centre, Wantage, Oxfordshire

T

he technical team from CGTech
(https://is.gd/ohezat) used the event to
provide customers with a feature review
of Vericut 8.2, with the focus on new
convenience features that improve simulation
visibility, speed workflow and streamline each
user’s verification process.
The event marked CGTech’s 30th
anniversary and attendees were welcomed by
Tony Shrewsbury, CGTech UK’s managing
director, who underlined: “Vericut has a
global customer base with 7,000 customers
in 55 countries using around 20,000 seats of
Vericut to support the drive towards everincreasingly complex components, produced
on multi-axis machine tools and using
advanced processes such as material
deposition additive manufacturing.”
The latest release of the software has
more user convenience features, such as
continued modernising of the user interface,
further additive manufacturing functions,
OptiPath and Force data sharing, and many
enhancements to those products, along with
a plethora of detailed enhancements, he
went on to add.
Sales engineer Scott Ravenscroft detailed
the new features. “A configurable Head-Up
Display (HUD) improves simulation monitoring
and visibility by showing the NC program, or
machining and cutting status information,
overlaid on top of Vericut’s graphical views,”
he explained.” It provides constant access to
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important details about the machining
process, while keeping simulation views as
large as possible for optimal viewing.
A customisable Right-Mouse-Button Ribbon
puts favourite Vericut functions just a singleclick away, providing convenient access to
external applications that programmers find
useful, such as NC editors.”
Also highlighted were the NC Program Alert
symbols and colours used to highlight errors
and warnings found in NC programs, making
it faster and easier to identify problem
sources. He continued: “These
enhancements make it much easier to
identify where problem lines are, without
having to click on the message in the logger.
Highlighting lines with Errors/Warnings in NC
Programs the software now has ‘Quick-tip’
hover messages and is dynamically linked to
the Message Logger. While the Forward/Back
search is great for using in review mode.”
As regards the Additive module, which
simulates material added to a part, material

Left inset: sales engineer Scott
Ravenscroft and, middle inset, CGTech
managing director Tony Shrewsbury

deposition via powdered metal deposition,
wire additive welding, gasket or sealant
application, plus other ‘additive’ processes,
this has an updated deposition algorithm that
“offers speed improvements of up to 50%
faster for multi axis applications and up to
85% for 3-axis 3D-print types”, Ravenscroft
underlined.
He continued: “The main reason for doing
this was in preparation for simulating ‘Big
Area’ additive builds. It also opens the door
wider for simulating 3D-print build files that
tend to have a lot of code and huge file sizes,
within a reasonable amount of time. New
features for Additive Tools are being included
as we learn more about the processes and
important items users require, and Vericut
also warns about material added under ‘bad’
conditions for tighter process control.”
CGTech’s Tony Shrewsbury highlighted
that Vericut version 8.2 adds Force Turning,
which optimises lathe and mill-turn
operations. When combined with the existing
Force Milling capability, it makes it easy for
anyone to create NC programs for optimal
cutting of inside/outside diameters,
shoulders, as well as in corners and tight
spaces, without the worry of encountering
excessive cutting forces or high spindle power
demands. ■

AM supply chain project
CGTech is involved with the National Centre for Additive Manufacturing’s DRAMA
(Digital Reconfigurable Additive Manufacturing facilities for Aerospace) project. The
Centre is located at the Coventry-based Manufacturing Technology Centre and DRAMA
aims to build a stronger AM supply chain for UK aerospace by developing a digital
learning factory. The project includes ATS, Autodesk, Granta Material Intelligence,
Midlands Aerospace Alliance, NPL, Renishaw and the University of Birmingham.
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LANTEK GETS CLOUD-FRIENDLY

On cloud Lantek
At EuroBLECH last month, Lantek unveiled and demonstrated its new
suite of cloud-based applications, Lantek 360

U

sing cloud-based applications has clear
advantages for companies, Lantek
says, citing: data security and data
availability close to 100%, with built-in
redundancy for backup and recovery; special
computing expertise at the manufacturer’s
site is unnecessary, as it is supplied by
Lantek and the cloud service provider; data
can be accessed from multiple locations for
maximum flexibility for multi-plant operations
and mobile working; high security levels and
encryption prevent data abuse and ensure
that only the latest versions of the data are
being used; cost of access to high value and
complex computer equipment and services is
low; software maintenance and updating is
managed by Lantek; and additional Lantek
software modules can be accessed or
deactivated, as the needs of the company
evolve.
Despite these advantages, some
companies are wary of using cloud-based
applications, having concerns about potential
disruptions to production, the company says.
Lantek has addressed these worries by
storing copies of the critical data locally at the
customer’s premises. This hybrid approach
offers the best of both worlds, ensuring
continuity of data availability and manufacture,
even in extreme circumstances,
while utilising the power of
the cloud to manage the
applications being used,
as well as the security,
availability and reliability of
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the manufacturer’s vital production data.
For smaller companies, the advantages of
cloud working are even more evident, as the
cost of suitable computer equipment is high
and, more importantly, the skills required to
manage such a system are expensive and
difficult to find. By moving to cloud-based
software, manufacturers can concentrate on
their core skills of manufacturing products and
get all the benefits that digital transformation
can bring, along with the agility that is
synonymous with smaller companies.
Using software in the cloud is now an
everyday occurrence in all walks of life, from
banking to shopping, plus for normal office
tasks. Rob Powell, commercial director of
Lantek in the UK, says: “The cloud already
offers very high levels of security. Cloud
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Lantek’s cloudbased software,
Lantek 360,
offers users many
advantages, the
company suggests

services allow for continuous and
transparent updates of the
protocols and protection layers
used by the platform that
supports the service, so there is
nothing to fear from this
development and a
considerable amount to gain,
especially with Lantek’s hybrid
approach that will ensure continuity of critical
services under the most extreme
circumstances.”
At EuroBLECH, visitors saw how the suite
of cloud-based software, which comprises
Lantek Analytics, Lantek iQuote, Lantek
MetalShop and Lantek Control Panel, can
help firms find and use performance and
historical data, manage production, costs and
profit, and make better evidence-based
decisions and build close relationships with
both customers and suppliers for long-term
success in a competitive environment. ■
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Briefs
Doosan collision
avoidance system
Doosan Machine Tools (Mills
CNC, https://is.gd/edocag) has
chosen the ModuleWorks
Collision Avoidance System
(CAS) to provide real-time
collision protection for its SMX
multi-tasking turning centre,
supporting Doosan’s Collision
Protection System (CPS). CAS
takes the real axis positions,
machine geometries and
workpiece position and uses the
same motion data as the actual
servos to deliver a fully
integrated and visually realistic
simulation of the machine
kinematics, tools, jaws, clamps
and fixtures, as well as the
material removal process.
Collision detection and
avoidance is available in both
auto and jog modes. If a
collision is detected, the
machining process is stopped.
To improve efficiency and
safety, Doosan Machine Tools
has integrated the ModuleWorks
CAS with its Doosan Tool
Management System (TMS) and
Sandvik Tool Library. When the
machine operator changes the
tool on the machine, the Doosan
TMS and Sandvik Tool Library
automatically send all the
necessary 3D information to the
ModuleWorks CAS, so the
simulation set-up is updated
immediately.
“The ModuleWorks Collision
Avoidance System is cuttingedge technology that integrates
seamlessly with our Tool
Management System,” explains
Kyungchul Kang, general
manager, automation and smart
factory at Doosan Machine
Tools. “For our customers, it
means a safer and more costeffective machining process with
less downtime and wastage.”
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Siemens unveils developments galore

At the AMB show last month in Stuttgart, Siemens
(https://is.gd/qukaco) unveiled a number of new
developments. Included was MindSphere app Analyze
MyPerformance/OEE Monitor app. MindSphere is
Siemens’ cloud-based, open IoT operating system that
connects products, plants, systems and machines.
Analyze MyPerformance/OEE Monitor allows users to
capture machine data for configuring important
parameters, to carry out availability and utilisation
analyses, and compare estimated productivity with actual
results (customer-specific OEE calculations are also
available). In addition, users can also produce a shift
calendar with the app that permits machine utilisation to
be calculated more accurately.
Another MindSphere app, Manage MyMachines,
provides machine manufacturers and operators with cloudbased access to condition monitoring and an overview of
the most important data and operation conditions from
connected machine tools. Users can capture, analyse and
visualise relevant machine data via the app, thus
increasing machine condition transparency and its
progress over time.
Another MindSphere app, Manage MyMachines/
Remote, extends Manage MyMachines with an extra
remote feature, providing remote access to the CNC and
thus failsafe, encrypted communication via the internet.
As a result, machine availability is increased.
Siemens also presented its first Edge applications for
machine tools. Sinumerik Edge is the company’s machinelevel platform, specially designed for the machine tool
industry. It closes the gap between local and cloud
computing in the industrial sector and facilitates highfrequency control data processing, says the company. This
first Edge application is Optimize MyMachining /Trochoidal
for use in trochoidal milling.
This provides users with updates for existing NC
programs, optimised machining processes and
“sustainability for retrofit applications using dynamic
machine data and corresponding data inputs”. The
benefits are reduced tool wear, improved machine lifetime

and so lower overall inventory costs that in turn increase
machine availability, leading to significant productivity
gains. Computation is based on individual, optimal
machine and axes-based dynamic data. A control-based
interface allows the machine to be programmed directly
using Sinumerik Edge-based computational power. This
prevents any adverse effects on machining performance.
Optimize MyMachining /Trochoidal is particularly suitable
for use with older machines, as it reduces mechanical
wear in the machine considerably. A prototype of another
Edge application for condition monitoring was also being
shown at AMB.
On the CNC front, Siemens has news here, too, with
two new applications for its “open digitalization platform”
Sinumerik Integrate. Using the Manage MyResources
application, complete tool cycles can be displayed for use
in the CADCAM CNC chain. This provides the customer
with a range of benefits, including increased tool life.
When combined with Manage MyResources, the user gains
direct access to a set of NX CAM parameters using the
second new application, Optimize MyProgramming/NX
CAM Editor on Sinumerik and can easily optimise and
modify NC programs generated at the CNC. A unique
element is that the data is also updated in NX CAM once
the machine has been optimized.
Finally, the latest Sinumerik 828 software release
includes new functions such as Collision Avoidance Eco or
Nodding Compensation Eco/Advance, which will
significantly increase machine tool performance, the
company assures. Collision Avoidance Eco enables simple,
reliable machine protection by preventing collisions of the
machine body with its own components within the work
area. Nodding Compensation is used to compensate for
dynamic position deviations in one or more linear machine
axes caused by acceleration processes. Eco is designed
for dominant acceleration effects in which the
compensation axis is combined with one influencing
variable, but where there are several influencing variables
that require several compensation axes, the Advanced
variant is the option of choice.
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Briefs

Solidworks CAM 2019
additions
Solidworks CAM 2019 (https://is.gd/zetoxu) reduces
programming time even further, by introducing a wealth of
new productivity enhancements. New custom tool and
corner slow-down options increase tool life and improve
surface finish.
In addition, NC programmers using multiple machine
tools can now take even greater advantage of Solidworks
CAM’s automation capabilities. The technology database
now provides users with the option to define multiple
machining strategies and assign them to a specific
machine.
The latest release also adds some great productivity
enhancements for creating everyday machining operations.
For example, new options to control hole start and end
position provide much greater flexibility when defining
drilling operations. Now users can set an offset to feed in
from a specific distance, and drill to a specific position,
regardless of feature size, eliminating the need to create
any extra construction geometry.
Another improvement sees it easier to meet tolerance
requirements. When having to meet strict tolerances, it is
often necessary to have to offset the position of a toolpath
in relation to the model geometry. Even small incremental

■ Jetcam Expert CAM and

adjustments can
result in time-consuming workarounds, for
example manually editing the NC program or even
changing model geometry. In Solidworks CAM 2019, users
can now change the position of machined features using
the new “move” command. Features can be moved in X, Y
and Z, providing a great way to easily machine to midtolerance, without the extra rework that’s often necessary.
Using Solidworks Model Based Definition, all Product
Manufacturing Information or PMI required to manufacture
a design can be applied directly to the 3D geometry,
removing the cost and time-consuming overhead of
creating 2D drawings. New also for Solidworks 2019,
users can leverage PMI for programming turned parts.
Solidworks CAM automatically applies the preferred
machining strategies to the part, based on the tolerance
scheme. If the tolerance specification of a feature
changes, Solidworks CAM automatically updates the
machining operations, using predefined rules that match a
company’s manufacturing best practices.

Open Mind partners with AFRC
Open Mind Technologies has become
a Tier One partner at the University of
Strathclyde’s Advanced Forming
Research Centre (AFRC), less than
one year after securing Tier Two
membership. The CAM developer
joined the AFRC in August 2017, at
the same time installing one licence
of its hyperMILL software, with its
application backed by technical
expertise from Open Mind engineers.
Upgraded membership will see
the firm play a stronger strategic role
at the AFRC, joining other Tier One
partners such as DMG Mori and
Virtalis.
Commenting upon its developing
relationship with the centre, Open
Mind Technologies’ sales manager,
Matt Coulson, says: “We originally
provided the AFRC with hyperMILL for
R&D projects. After successful
implementation, we’ve now installed
additional licences to cater for AFRC
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growth and special project
requirements.”
Part of this growth was recently
announced with the AFRC securing
£16.5 million to establish
FutureForge, an advanced
engineering facility that aims to
transform one of the manufacturing
sector’s most traditional and
important supply chains.
Meanwhile, enhancing the
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centre‘s additive manufacturing and
machining capabilities, Open Mind‘s
software is increasingly used across
AFRC development projects.
Deployed to increase the productivity
of processes where specialised
5-axis machining is required, the
AFRC also plans to introduce the
software’s additive manufacturing
module to support its newly acquired
laser metal deposition machine.

nesting automation software
V20.23.01 ((https://is.gd/
ohiwun) includes enhancements
to JET-Cut fly-cutting and JETOptimizer path optimising,
significant enhancements to
common cutting and an all-new
advanced reports designer and
generator. Other improvements
in this latest release include
performance enhancements to
Right Angle Shear (RAS) and
Automatic Sheet Processing
(ASP) logic, several new Remote
Control Processing commands,
improvements to automatic
turret nesting and new interface
functionality, as well as
hundreds of other general
enhancements, post-processor
updates and fixes.
■ CNC control system
functionality on all modern-day
Walter Helitronic tool grinding/
erosion machines (https://
is.gd/ulexew) can now be costeffectively upgraded to achieve
up to 60% reductions in program
calculation times, depending on
the complexity of the tools being
processed. Based on the use of
the latest and highestspecification processors, the
upgrades can be further
enhanced with the additional,
specifically-developed
Performance Boost software,
according to Walter Ewag UK.
Applicable to Helitronics with
FANUC and HMC control systems
of up to around 20 years of age,
Walter’s new Performance
Package service also dovetails
with the benefits of the
company’s latest Tool Studio 3
software for the machines. Tool
Studio contains a host of
grinding/erosion and probing
routines, as well as Wizard
technology, for highly productive
tool production and regrinding.
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES
TELEPHONE: Paula Martin on 01322 221144 • FAX: 01322 221188 • EMAIL: paula.martin@markallengroup.com

CNC Training/Programming

Cleaning & Degreasing

CNC SOLUTIONS UK
Training & Application Specialists in
Fanuc, Heidenhain, Siemens & Fagor

% 07977 290044

W: www.cnc-solutions-uk.co.uk
E: Sales@cnc-solutions-uk.co.uk

Deep Hole Drilling

www.mollart.com
In-process Cleaning
Final Cleaning
Aqueous Ultrasonics
Precision Cleaning

FOR THE HOLE SUBCONTRACT SOLUTION
Precision deep hole drilling from
0.5 - 80 mm dia. x 3 metres deep

01420 544909

• Off-centre and multi-bore capability
• Gun drilling as small as 0.5 mm
• Thin-wall expertise
• Added value turning and milling

sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

GARDNER
C.N.C.
Supplying unrivalled CNC
training & applications
support for almost 30 years

Deep Hole Drilling

4 CNC Training on all CNC controls

Mollart Surrey - Neil Anderson 0208 391 2282
Mollart South Wales – Wayne Thomas 01639 711144

EDM

Measuring Equipment

4 CNC Programming for all machines
4 CAM, DNC & Verification software
4 Independent, unbiased advice

t: 01926 614882 f: 01926 614884
e: info@gardner-cnc.co.uk
w: www.gardner-cnc.co.uk

CNC Machining/Services

Subcon Drilling Limited is a
highly professional Company
whose entire experience and
energy is focused solely on
Gun Drilling, Deep Hole Drilling,
Honing, CNC Machining and
Superfinishing.
Tel 01442 205960
Email dean@subcondrilling.co.uk
Email

• Small-Medium batches
• CNC Milling
• CNC Turning
• Grinding
• Metal and Plastic
• Assembly
ISO 9001:2008 Accreditation

Tel: +44(0)1604 671 251
Email: sales@hillsideadr.co.uk
Web: www.hillsideadr.com

For all the latest
news, follow us
on twitter
@Machinerytweets

www.subcondrilling.co.uk

SALES

Visit our website for a large
selection of high quality
used wire erosion and spark erosion machines.

SPARES & ACCESSORIES

New and used spares and accessories always available.

EDM SALES & SERVICES
T: +44 (0)1594 826779 F: +44 (0)1594 826748
E: sales@edm.co.uk W: www.edm.co.uk

Honing

TBT
UK LIMITED

PRECISION DEEP HOLE DRILLING

• Deep hole drilling machines in
standard and special design
• Gun drills and accessories
• Deep hole drilling units and coolant
systems
Probably
the largest
• Subcontract deep hole
stock of
gundrills in
drilling service
the UK
• Spares and service for
TBT, GKT and SIG machines
TBT UK Limited, Gorsey Lane,
Coleshill, Birmingham B46 1JU
Tel: 01675 433250 • Fax: 01675 433260
Email: info@tbtuk.com

Precision Cleaning
Subcon Drilling Limited is a
highly professional Company
whose entire experience and
energy is focused solely on
Gun Drilling, Deep Hole Drilling,
Honing, CNC Machining and
Superfinishing.
Tel 01442 205960
Email dean@subcondrilling.co.uk
Email

www.subcondrilling.co.uk

Final Cleaning
In-process Cleaning
Aqueous Ultrasonics
Spraywash

01420 544909
sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

Deep Hole Drilling

Deep Hole Drilling Deep Hole Boring CNC Gundrilling

EDM Drilling CNC Milling CNC Honing CNC Turning

We’re precise . . . 92% Excellence Rating, 99% On Time Delivery, 99% Product Quality, 98% 24hr Quotes . . . from start to perfect ﬁnish.
Hone-All Precision Limited Cherrycourt Way, Leighton Buzzard, LU7 4UH Telephone 0845 5555 111 E.mail sales@hone-all.co.uk hone-all.co.uk

FM 38790

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
TELEPHONE: Paula Swann on 01322 221144 • FAX: 01322 221188 • EMAIL: paula.swann@markallengroup.com

Subcontract Services

Spindle Repair

Precision Spindle
Rebuilding

SPINDLE REBUILD
AND REPAIR

• CNC Machining centre spindles
• CNC Lathe heads
• Grinding spindles (both belt
driven & high frequency types)
• Tailstocks
• Fine borng spindles
• Milling spindles
• Centre-less grinding spindles,
workheads, wheelheads etc.
For the most comprehensive and personal
service on spindle rebuilding call Technova.

TECHNOVA PRECISION LTD

• 5 Axis CNC Machined Parts
• Precision Gears up to 600mm

SPINDLE TYPES

•

We offer a complete rebuild
service of:

Specialists in Machining &
Gear Cutting

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Ground Gears up to 400mm

CNC Machining
Centres
CNC Lathes
Grinders
Boring Heads
Head Stocks
Tail Stocks
Conventional Machine Tools etc.

• Gear Racks up to 3 metres long
For your subcontract machining and gear
cutting requirements contact us today:

T: +44 (0) 161 432 0222
E: enquiries@minigears.co.uk

Spraywash

www.minigears.co.uk

In-process Cleaning • Final Cleaning
Degreasing • Phosphate Coating
Rust/Paint Removal

01420 544909
sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

Unit 8a Paragon Way, Bayton Road Ind Est,
Exhall, Coventry, West Midlands CV7 9QS
Tel: 02476 366503 Fax: 02476 361979
Email: will@technovaprecision.com
Web: www.technovaprecision.com

Vacuums and coolant filtration
/ SUPPORTING
MANUFACTURING
SINCE 1962 /

GET
BETTER
RESULTS
/ IMPROVE YOUR MACHINING AND CLEANING
PROCESS. FIND OUT HOW WITH YOUR FREE ON
SITE DEMONSTRATION /
01386 561113
FREDDY-PRODUCTS.CO.UK

To advertise here please call Paula
Swann on 01322 221144
Ultrasonic Cleaning

In-process Cleaning
Final Cleaning
Spraywash
Ultrasonics

01420 544909
sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

Wanted Machine Tools

Workholding

HAINBUCH is a world leader in the design
and manufacturing of extremely precise
and exceptionally rigid work holding
solutions. We specialize in difﬁcult
applications yielding exceptional results.
Call: +44 [0] 1543 478710

Click: www.hainbuch.com
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▼
Hit film

▼

Mrs Doubtfire,
starring Robin
Williams, sees
first release

▼

The European
Marine dumping of
Union is
radioactive waste is
formally
outlawed
established with the
Treaty on European
Union entering into force
(Maastrict Treaty)

machine tool operation of the day, is relinquishing its Gate
International Machinery operation, following a management buyout.
Demonstrating a modern approach to promoting machine tools,
Hurco Europe has produced a floppy disk-based demo of its EDM
machines’ control software. Able to run on any PC of the day, it
takes no more than 15 minutes to play, we enthusiastically note.
The Gauge and Tool Makers’ Association, GTMA, has announced
its World Class Toolmaker profile initiative. Best practice benchmarks
will support toolmakers in achieving world-class standards. This effort
was actually prompted by Black & Decker’s own survey of UK
toolmaking capability, which was far from wholly positive.
We have news of a subcontracting service for those requiring
square holes in small batches. Normally produced using broaches,
EDM or forging, Styles Precision Components offers a process for
soft to hard materials and for holes 6.35 to 50.8 mm across. One
hundred turned parts in EN24 requiring a 1 7/16” hex socket 7/8”
deep in one end took 9 mins in total and were produced at half the
cost of an EDM approach.
In features this month, we report on the increasingly available
technology of the combined manual/CNC lathe. Machines are
available from: German firms Boehringer, DMT-Drehtechnik,
Gildemeister, Monforts and Weiler; Switzerland’s Schaublin; France’s
Somab; and the UK’s Colchester. The report draws on what
Machinery saw during the recent EMO show, of which we also carry a
more general review that notes ‘open’ CNCs, digital servo-drives and
more simple CNCs for lower cost machines as developments.
Also concerning CNC lathes, we take an in-depth look at the
design and benefits of those having sub-spindles, discussing such
things as the advantages or otherwise of balanced cutting between
spindles, where cutting at both spindles takes place, and four-axis
turning (cutting with both turrets) at either end.
We carry one of our regular subcontracting supplements, with the
kick-off feature looking at effective credit control against a back-drop
of late payment, the latter a continual gripe through the years. ■

▼

▼
Railways Act 1993
sets out procedures for
the privatisation of
British Rail

England fail to qualify
for next summer’s
World Cup in America,
manager of three
years Graham Taylor
leaves

▼
Women’s Royal Naval
Service disbanded,
absorbed into regular
Royal Navy

▼
‘Carry On’
film actor
Kenneth
Connor
dies at 75
PA

n a survey the previous year, middle management was found to
be resistant to change, as viewed by their managers. An updated
survey now includes middle managers views of themselves and,
guess what, they are now not resistant. Both of these Ingersoll
Engineers surveys polled the same firms, too. All okay, then? Well,
possibly not. Without the views of shopfloor operatives, is this still a
job only two-thirds complete, we ask, pointing out that both middle
managers and managers themselves have views on shopfloor works.
Middle managers that must persuade shopfloor workers of change
rate them as more resistant to change than do middle managers’
managers. This month we also opine on another survey, this time on
the expectations and reality of IT projects. MRP systems, in
particular, are failing to deliver, according to a Findlay Publications’
Benchmark Research survey. Primarily, this is related to the inability
of MRP to reflect changing conditions at the shopfloor. The answer is
more IT – shopfloor data collection, Machinery suggests. A focus on
end results and not the technology, however, is what is required for
success, says the survey. It adds that manufacturing IT spending for
‘93/’94 is, for the first time since 1989, rising, but there’ll be no
cause to rejoice if benefits are not fully realised, we say.
In news, the continuing woes of German milling machine expert
Maho roll on: Maho Group’s turnover fell 42% for ‘91/’92 and it is to
merge with arch-rival Deckel. The possibility of Maho’s Graziano
turning operations being taken on by turning specialist Gildemeister,
which is already the sales outlet for Deckel, is also mooted.
While Maho continues to make top-spec machines with
prices to match, Deckel has already started its low-cost
machining centre journey, we note. Deckel, Maho
and Gildemeister all today reside within DMG Mori.
In the UK, a low-cost machining centre from
Taiwan, via Lead Machine Tools, is being offered
at £29,950 for a 650 by 410 by 410 mm (X, Y, Z)
machine. Subcontractors are the target. The
B Elliott Group, an important but now shrinking
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Who says what about whom; IT investment rising, but what of success rates;
Maho, Deckel, Gildemeister discussions; more low-cost verticals; modern machine
promotion; world class toolmaking; square hole manufacturing service

